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NEWS

HOLLAJVD CITY
VOLUME NUMBER

NUMBER TWENTY-NINE

21 1921

July

50

TONIGHT ANOTHER POPULAR

HOLLAND TO HAVE
A NEW ICE PLANT

MB. HABBINOTON WAS ,
FIRST DEPOSITOR IN

LOCAL BANK
ALSO RECEIVED LARGE SUM OF
A

BURGLAR

first Legion

concert will be staged.

An

entirely new program has been

arranged for and some special features will be given. One of these
Have Purchased the Entire Plant of will be a saxophone quartet.
E. J. Harrington,fonner mayor of
Bandmaster Van Vyven intended
Holland, and pioneer in this city,
the Holland Golatin
to give some “peppy” music tonight
whose funeral took place this afterCompany
at 8 o Vlock and all Holland and vinoori, had some unique hapipenings in
cinity is

his life time.

Some 35

When you keep valuables in your house, they are
not safe, and you are not safe. Fire may bum them,
they may be lost, stolen or mislaid, and you arc
all

The yearly rental of a Safety Deposit Box is only
$3.00. Come in and rent one.
‘

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK

.

•

i

.

/

Children

4 wheel wooden

Large wheel

rtorage plant, and

it is

suheerfoed and

many

have taken stock in

tires $3.00

the

new

1.35

barrows

60c

The bathing oeacn

s
Reed doll-buggies

Strong coaster

wagpns

?

Word has been received from

common

the

u p
5.40

3.25 and up

per cent cash discount on above
items, which are priced at rock-

Rochester, and a graduate
of
the
1921
class of Hope College,
der the name of the Holland Pure
has been appointedand has accepted
Ice and Storage Co> and every piece
position of principal of the Hope
of i*e made at this plant will be High school at Madanapelle, India.
made from distilled water which The salary of the principal is paid by

The new

Wolf of

plant is incorporatedun-

makes a chemicallypure
The new plant

^

will

have

a capacity

The Holland Pure Ice and Storage
Co. expects*to deliver ice to its customers in Holland and elsewhereby
Sept. 1, starting out with four large

1

was de-

some distance from shore to

indi-

cate where the dropoff begim.

A

rope or cable will also be provided
which the bathers may

use and

Hope College.
which wiU serve ai an added safeDuring his college days, Mr. De
guard.
Wolf was active in the missionary
When the matter was called to the
activitiesat Hope, and also was a
member of the Student Volunteeu council’s attention, the aldermen requested the t>ark board to have the
Band.
piling placed and to take the other
necessary steps to make this a safe
COURT
TO BE VISbathing beach for the people of HolITORS
land. The board was requested to
have the necessary work done imCOUNCIL CRANT3 PERMISSION mediately so that the beach may still
TO MASONS TO USE THE
be of use during the present sumBUILDINGS ON ;AUG. 6
mer. There his been no drowninge
at this point so far this summer, but
The court room of the city will be the beach is dangerouswhen not prothe headquartersfor the entertain- tected, and the council by ita action
ment of visitorsto the city on Aug- was trying to get ahead of trouble
ust 6th when the cornerstoneof the
and to prevent drowninge there.
new Masonic Temple will be laid. The
....... . ....
Red Cross it ...
also doing its
The officials of Unity Lodge Wednes- 1
te make' this' b*thW beach
day evening asked the council for | ^(e (or the people of HoUindt Mr,

ROOM

HEADQUARTERS

.

light

.

^

granted,

this right and it was readily
Doto has been appointed by
The council made no objections to the Red Cr0M „ a
tt this
cubic feet of storage space. Large
the
request..
The
laying
of
the
Deto
is a fonner member
blocks of this amount have been rented by business men of Holland and "erstone will be one of the biggest of the M|lcatowa Life Savlng crew
days Holland has had in years, so and fully capatie to hah<jje this
vicinity who in the past have been
far us number of visitorsis concern- 1 work Work wiU alB0 ^ sUrted mtk.
storing their wares in Grand Raped and the council by granting the.. th;s a more desirable bathing
ids cold storage houses.
A number of prominent men request did its share in making the beach so far as removing obstruchave identifiedthemselveswith this thousands of visitorswelcome to the tions is concerned, and In a few days
the Red Cross will bring a swimming
concern and see a great future in city on that day.
official to this beach to give lessons
pure artificial ice end a cold stor-

1

llfe

cor-

age plant in this vicinity.
Although the organization has not
entirely perfectedit has been
I made known that Henry Kraker of

fact

,

HOLLAND MAN
GETS HAND SMASHED
IN LARGE PRESS

In resuscitation.

'

Negotiationsare also on for the
use of an old building as a bathhouse

is no doctor on the island,
and If these negotiations fail, two
one is needed,,he must be got- the Kraker Pluming Co. has been
JOHN H. MEYER WAS SERIOUSLY tents will be erected on the grounds.
ten from the main land.
named president and C. A. Bigge of
INJURED AT UPPER LEATHThere is 'a coast guard station at the Northwestern Life Insurance Co.
ER TANNERY *
that point nearly a half mile away has been selected as secretaryand
ASKS USE OF
from the light.
treasurer.
J. H. Meyer was seriously injured
TO
Mr. Meengs is far from* civilizaat the North Side Tannery yeetertion and the only glimpse he gets of
day. Meyers was running the large BERT MICHMER5HUIZEN PETIreal life is from the forty or fifty big '
SOLDIERS ’
400 ton pressure hydraulic leather
TIONS COUNCIL FOR RIGHT
steamers that pase this point daily,1
ARE
press. He was straightening out a
TO UNLOAD COAL
but never stop.,
side that was ruffled but did not pull
. These are ships making Lake Su- CAN BE FILLED OUT AT THE his hand out eoon enough. f There
. , Bert Michmenhuizensubmitted 8
; perior to Duluth, and other points,
wa» only one result, the man s hand fonnai petition to the council WedPEOPLES STATE BANK
j and also vessels going through the
was crushed to a pulp. He was rush- r,e8day evening asking permissionto
Straits to Buffalo, N. Y. and to other
that leads to th«
Bonus blanks for soldiers, sailors ed to the Holland Hospital where Dr. uH
lake porta.
workg for pUrp0,,g 0f rcCeivand marines have all arrived, and Wm. Tappan amputated the member.
| Mr. Meengs is ftret assistant keep- the soldiers are requestedto call at The man is doing as well as can
unloading coal. The sldeer at this station, and gets a day off
^ adjacent to the new coal
the ePoples State Bank with their expected under tne circumstances.
, every third day.
He states that he honor^e diachfrgepapers 'and hie
The Lyric Glee club held ita
Qn
Mlcy,mcrshuizeapropof-

that there
if

SIDETRACK

ALL

BONUS

WATERWORKS

hardly lcnows wh«t to do with
.pore time up

there.

m>

or further lonth the off
,

|jf

(

HERE

BLANKS

'

5 and 10 Cent

PETERS

it

cided to have piling placed in the lake

the students of
product.

also let

the
1
be ^
| ^
first

certlfr,te 0( iervice, tod .11 will be

;

Holtand,
day would their

If he wee still stationed »t

A.

when

council

Rochester, N. Y., that Mr. Martin%De

]

This week Saturday an extra 5

bottom.

this is to be done

without uelay. That was the decis-

|

V elocipedes - tricycles ~ with
heavy rubber tire
5.25 and

in the Georgo

ion reachui Wednesday evening by

con-

Not alone will this company make
keeper* at Holland haifcor and son of .vw „„„ IV Wlt4 mu
ice but it will also go into the cold
the old captarin who tended Hollttd's 1 storage business. Besides having
lights for 37 years until ten
rs, room for the ice plant the company
Ago, is now stationed on one o.?»
the
still has available nearly two million

and

wagons

Cross

INDIA

Holland men

held this aft- of turning out 100

peculiar feature too is the

|

MARTIN DE WOLF APPOINTED safeguarded and
PRINCIPAL IN SCHOOL IN

cern.

Minitou islands.
He and his wife live alone in the
light house and the nearest neighbor
is a half mile away. The island upon
which Mr. Meengs is stationedis
7,000 acres and the entire island has
a population of 100 inhabitants composed of fishermenand farmers. In
the winter maril does not reach him
much ofitenerthan once in six weeks
from the main land. In the summer
time the mail comes twice a week.

!• Appointed For

Plaeo By thr Rod

E. Kollen Memorial l ark is to be

Within a few hours $250,000 was

IN THIS VICINITY

LIU Guard

ACCEPTS PLACE AT
HOPE HIGH SCHOOL

to be one of

Michigan.

HAS BEEN VISITING RELATIVES

STEPS

i

the largest of its kind In Western

LIGHTKEEPER IN
LONESOME SPQT

One

invited.

COUNCIL ASKS PARK BOARD TO
TAKE THE NECESSARY

1

have a new ice and

trucks.

for

Kiddie Kars with rubber

was

George Meengs at one time

Greatly Reduced Prices

Wheel Goods

(

is to

tom of ice daily
and the company already has
ernoon.
The dwelling has remained un- contractsmade to supply many
changed, and stands today just as customers in Holland and its reth« carpenters left it three score sorts, Zeeland, Saugatuck, Hamilton,
tyring Lake and Grand Haven.
years ago.
Yesterday the order for the machinery was given and the contract
HOLLAND BOY IS
to remodel the buildings was
place the funeral

the time.

Our Safety Deposit Boxes were built to take care of
your valuables. They are safe and convenient.

Holland

into his general store, broke open
the safe, besides stealinga great
deal of merchandise amounting to
upward of $400.00. /
About two years ago the old gentleman receivedan anoymous letter
from the burglar containingthe
•mount of money stolen and stating
that long ago he had departed from
his evil Hfe, had been converted, and
had worked hard to get the required
amount in order that Mr. Harrington
might be reimbursed with interest
Mr. Harrington pras also the first
despositor,to put Ms money in the
Holland City State Bdhk of this city.
It can also be said thaf for 65
years he has lived in the same house
at 89 Blast 9th street from which

b*-«

nervous about them

years ago burglars broke

MAKE

KOLLEN BATHING
BEACH SAFE

Last week thousands attended the
Band concert in Centennia Park. Tonight at 8:00 the second

QUARTER MILLION DOLLARS
WAS SUBSCRIBED WITHIN
A FEW HOURS

1 CONSCIENCE MONEY FROM

WILL

BAND CONCERT IN PARK

w„

^

in thie

clue do not h»ve

Mnri(.e certiflooteewhich

wek™e

event. btlt 11 P>««1 they must here to get the bonu.,
in the position of the
in the pop- 1 they .« requested to writ* iramed-

be *

mm

»g '

Store & Bazaar

ulir song, "All dressed np and

no

,,tely to the Bnre,u o{ Navigation,

annual picnic at TennesseeBeach

(

with a full membership present, ih
eluding wives and sweethearts. All
report a wonderftil time. A baseball
game between the Ten Hoor specials
and the Ter Beek pinch hitters resulted in a score of 1 to 0. The pic-

Eaal 8 tb St. Corner Ctntial At*.

^

of

College avenue.

ftr€et an(i eagt 0f

A

city ordinance

foibids the placing of trains or cart

on this sidetrack, except for loading
or unloadingby the city or ita boards
or officersonly.

which

Navy department,Washington, D.

C. nickers are still in doiibt as te
Mr. Meengs also stated that he and
of!fciala ^ere will send their team got the zero mark. Lunch was
made the trip from the Minitous in i certiflc*teiimmediately.
served in Dick Boter’s cottage, kindI

ty north

In his petition Mr. Michmershuizen
-nta out that there is no residence

^ ^jnegg place of any individual
^ could ^ jnconVeniencedby thl

Graham and Morton Steamer | igome weeica aR0 Holland ran out ly loaned for the occasion, and the unk)i(Hng 0f can there. For that rea
’ commandeeredfrom this b{ bonus blanTcs,and more soldiers balance of the evening waa “one
^ asked the council to take the
, harbor by the government during the came to have them filled out, than
.sweet
! neceMary steps to have the ordinance
i war. He states she is still a staunch there were blanks. At that time they
—
modified that the request could

,

the old

|

old boat,

more.

yean
'

care of the

in

|

GRAND HAVEN NOW HAS
REASON TO CROW

bank. in

left their discharge papers

the

1

--

be granted. The matter was referred
to the ordinancecommittee.

it

19

Her
Burdens?

it.

pride them-

selves on afcumuiating
an estate sufficientto
safeguardtheir family,

often appoint t h e
wives executor as proof
of confidence.
But this is adding
i

needless burdens to women whose obligations to
the home and children will be heavy, .with the father
gone. Instead of worrying loved ones with money
matters for which they are inexperienced, why not
arrange your matters so that income will be forthcoming regularly to maintain them in comfort?
Many do this very thing by appointing the Grand
Rapids Trust Company executor, knowing that our
experience adequate!^ fits us for careful, economical,
satisfactory
factory managementof estates.
"Safaaarihi tmr Fcmilj" U
g'.jJj Mrf ra rsfMtf.

a

FtRand RapidsJrust Company
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

several

.

^

is a Muskegon girl, | These soldiers some twenty
—
„
was apparent on her visit here number are requested to come to the * The Grandville-Jenisonbaseball TO RE-ADVERTISE EAST
that she longed to come away from peoples State Bank in order to have ; team after winning
straight
NINTH STREET JOB
her lonely surroundings to “God’s their discharge papers returned to games suffered its first defeat
ountry as she expressed
| them, and also for the purpose of
of the season at Grand Haven 6 to 5
The council will have to go thru
She said, “I think Holland is one signing the filled out bonus blanks in 10 innings of the most aggressive the motions again in the matter of
of the most beautiful cities I ever that are also ready* for them.,
play ever seen at the countyscatin the paving of East Ninth street. I he
was in, for it certainly looks fine to
years. A single by Morgan sent Rob- oriKjna| project for this paving in*

and

To

Men who

good for

Mrs. Meengs

Why Add

| song.”
--

Puritan,

r._w
THESE

win-

after coming from way up north. SHALL WE BELIEVE
across the plant with the
putting pavement on GarretMr. Meangs was formerly in
FISHERMEN? WE SHALL'WrinTrunin the tenth Inning. The Ron avftnuet the little jtreet that
carpet weaving business in Holland,
viaitorsscored twice in the ninth and gQ^get* East Ninth street with E.
but has been in the service nearly
John VanAppledom, William Eby, tied the score, a daring^tealof home 8th gtreet whcre Ninth strict ends.
j and Tony Van Dort returned a few
by Maxfield featuring. A home run fj^re€ 0f thp property owners on this
days ago from a "fishingtrip near by .Vender, Molen of the visitersand avenue objected and hence it
ALLEGAN FARMERS
| Pine Greek Bay. They Were casting
the fielding of Right Fielder
^ necessaryto readvertisa the
» >•»
WHEAT DIRECT TO BUYERS for black bass, and one of the Isaac Martin of Grand Haven, a former whole job.
, Watons pulled up a 5 Vi pound black ( catcher were other features.
i The Allegan county farm bureau baas. Four more large bass were Grand-Jen.,.0
0~A
There are 25 more jobs open for
put into operation this week its first caught and the mess was slipped on a
Gr. Haven. .0
— 6 gX.ser^ice~Tnenfitteff^for outdoor
sten in co-operative marketirr store cord and left dangling: in the
Batteries— Vandcr Bunt and Van- work please apply at Peoples State
wfc?n a carload of wheat was loaded water. When the fishermen in the
der Molem ; MulHs and Robineon. gank ag goon ag possible.
by its members and consigned direct boat reached the Holland landing,
Holland must play this team again
to to* final nnrchwr.
only th» -ho-t
rV.n- *y»r
i? o”®
The TfcdeIrving -* t'<* T,«on,*'i
nrare. or lero of an errper.- left, but .he beautiful bass Were. pendents were defeated twice by the ( g^ate aBnk
work for flv' ment here, farmers are enthusiastic gone, including the 5H pounder.
Grandville-Jenison team aRho it has ^jgo jn^n. ' V-tenlne tomntoow.

me

the
!

year»*

13

SELL

Jack

j

'

00102002

00020120

|

i

Wtyu

"'n

!

o*

I

'•an

^

1

|
j _
has

j

i-

plan.
_

over the merits of the direct-to-con- Shall we believe them? “We’ll
8»mer
| the world,” we shall.

v,

___

^ __

_

__

__

tell

'

won over the Grand Haven team, the Those wishing p*Y,*'lovment,
victors in yesterday's game.

I

V

AND
LACKS

PAGE TWO
liiAii ximjii .
_

SAUGATUCK
GRAND HAVEN HAVE
WHAT HOLLAND

.

jnu^ ino iu ouiu^LiU

iE

-JiUx xu!i

.-^

j

.jUtiuiD ori'YfcEVvM

OTTAWA FIFTH
U* U. a. IN THE

lixAJxls

JiiaiiUE U*m£ IN

POULTRY BUSINESS

GRAND HAVEN

^ v

Fords,oiv

One of the most important busiAbout sixty enthusiasticpoultry
With all the fine water fronts more ness corners in Grand Havert has
sonic Temple are practicallycompletperhaps than most any town can 1 changed hands. A deal has been men met last Friday evening in the
Bd and the actual work of buildingboast of HoUand nas no bathing beach closed by which Poel Brothers proauw v^cavatiom lor

the foundations

is

the

about

to

new Mil

begin. It

— •

can

•

1

for the public that

1

The people must depend

is estimatedthat ft will take about1

it

•

court

call its own.

upon

!

-

the

Bine months' to complete the temple, S°od *”C* of othe” and U8€ Privmte
property for recreation.

after the laying of the cornerstone

am August

Grand Haven has 700 feet of bath-

6th.

room

of the city hall to listen

Prieto” of the Grand Haven Vukaniiing company, become owners of a to two able speakerson the poultry
property at the corner of Washing- subject. L. £. Heasley of Jenbon
ton and Seventh streets, formerly
Park spoke on Chicken pox among
owned by the Kammeraad estate.
The property comprises the groc- poultry. This, the speaker brought
ery store building occupied by F. J. out, was a most dreaded and contagBertschy,the building occupied by
eous of any disease among poultry,
Charles Van Nonnan ’s Oyster House
an4 the ibuildingnow occupied by the as rats and mice, cats and sparrows

ing Beach maintained by the state.
The new temple will have an audi- Bath houses hava been provided in
order that all folks may put on their
itorium with a seating capacity of
bathing togs under proper conditions.
:900, which will be available for use
Allegan county also has a state
Poel Brothers with their bustaess, the can carry it from one house to anothIby any organisation in the city. park for the public and this is what Grand Haven Vulcanixing Co. The
er. To prevent the disease, chickens
There will be a large gymnasium the Saugatuck Commercial has to new owners stated this morning that
are actually being vaccinated, as it
say about it:
they had no definiteplans for alterwrith a good sized swimming pool,
"A visit to the Allegan County ing the property, and that as far as means hundreds if dollars to -the
wirhich will also be a community af- Park particularly on Saturday afterthey knew no changes in tenants commercial poultry men who have
viair. In fact, the building will be noon or Sunday will amply vindicate was likely at
' • *
perhaps from 3,000 to 6,000 birds
the wisdom of the board of supervisThe
purchasers,
howevtr,
plan
.made a community building, in all
ors in providing th?s
recreation
this recreation gometinte in the future to erect a and sometime may have one-fourth
jis departmentswith the exception of
ground. With all the difficulties pre- ( modem building which Will c«ver the
of them stamped out by this disease.
.Hhe lodge rooms which will be exclu- sented by newess and lack of roads entire fronuge along Washington
The next sneaker on the program
through the grounds, the peonle flock and 7th streets included in their
sively used by the Masonic lodge and
was
prof. E. C. Foreman of the Exto this beautiful spot A bath house pnrchase.They are not ready to
allied orders. A boy scout room, for
tension Department of the M. A. C.
has been constructed, and tables
farther announcement of thiir
He advocatedthat a man should be
use of the local scouts, will also be benches have been placed in the xpiang at this time however.
put to work by the- state to Inspect
wooded
hills tor the use of
—
bi feature of the new building.
the various farm flocks that supply
parties.A rustic walk to the beach
TO
The auditorium, it is expected, will
the eggs for the hatcheries so that
has been built and a well sunk which
ISSUE
the
hstcheries would have less chance
Heroine a favorite place for conven- provides water so sparkling and cold
to
difraud
the public when false
tions and for public meetings of var- th.t it seema to be Iced The beech w(t[, fht Wf. Dep,rtmcnt’> order
ious kinds. Its seating capacity will at thi. point >. of (Travel of excellent re8tor; tIlc f m Browne beH for ,‘ads,, are printed fn papers and
be such that k will be able to accom quality
T,rirp« nf magazines,
magazines, and
ana the
me hens
nens would
wouia have
nare
flualky and a road is to be cut to the lir'IllrllTnn*.
____

•62S22
».aiiDctooH

once.

and

-

-

.
*

'

•

the

srartsttsw
^
^

modate most of the conventionsthat
come to this city, and it is expected
been a drug on the market, »mmedherff jB
country, but today,
that it will also become a favorite a short distance south of Pier Cove, lately began to eo.r skywar*, and accold;ng to !t£ti,tic8; Ottawa cwnrty
jriaee in which to hold mass meetings. and comprises the ground known as all aorta of nondeacnp belts began to , js 6tl] jn tbe cb|cb poultry buaiThe gymnasium, as being planned, the Link grove. It is the intention to
make their
in ,h| United States and thla
wrlll be made availablefor city teams, have a base ball diamond, tennis
Major General H. L. Rogers, the
Holland also\ as the postranch as the Y team and other organ- court, ete., in the cleared level porquartermastergeneral of the a™y : office records will show,
izations of that kind. The building tion, with a driveway skirting them
has decided to issue a standard belt
gp^aker highly commended the
'Will be a community house in every the timber to be left as it is in the
at a moderate price, and has ordered ; HojIan(j poultry Associationfor the
hills. When the promised good road
Hhing but in name, it is announced.
that several patterns be made up I goi(f work done thi, year by g-rving
'-Grand Rapids is to send down its to the .eastern nar* of th® countv is with a view to ultimately
a( 7ariou, rfooi hon*a fn
't it is certain the present park of
-entire Knights Templar drill team,
one of them for the uae of officers. the ruraI districtganf
work
accompanied by jts own band. The eleven acres will fall short of proIt is the intention to dense a belt ; mapped ont> a8 the aM(Kiati0« will
five or six other lodges in that city viding sufficientspace and steps are which will combine both service and
a)iarIj 10i(M)0 binh befora oct.
will also send large delegations. The to be taken to secure additional dress features, and to this end the
He
c(|mminded Mr_ iZv
local lodge has aready made arrange- property.”
clothing and Eqnipment Branch have
the worifc*done !0
inents to feed over 1,000 visitors and
sent Louis ffeuer, leather and equip- , estlyand
„tlraIld fa!thfally
tHa season.
season.
faithfullytHz
arrangements for many more will
CO.
ment expert of the quartermaster

_ |

THENIX
ENLARGES
ZEELAND CONCERN

be made.

BAVE COTTAGERS
ANY PROPERTY

for

^

Air

and

^

announcementwas made* that

general's office to JefTersonvilleylnd.,

Ij;

J

the pouttiymen men of W«tern
to superintendthe manufacture of
Michigan will hold a picnic at Tennea
During the past week the Phenix i several different types, one of which see Beach on Wednmday July 27,
Cheese Co. moved its canned cheese 1 will be adopted as stan&rd forall.
and a good program: of sports Has
department to Zeeland. Formerly
beem prepared. All'tre welcome.
this department had been established j 1ENISON.MAN

RIGHTS LEFT?

at Sidney, N. Y., but it was deemed

;

advanageous to the company to establish it in Zeeland and consequently Zeeland is to benefit to that exSince the Geo, Getz article has ap- tent.
This department ia devoted to putpeared in the local press complaints
ting up all varieties of cheese that
Juve been coming in from every
are sold in tins and supplies all the

tor

it.

the farm task— whether
plowing, disking,, harrowing, threshing,
. baling hay, erindLng teedt pumpingwater, sawing v/ood, pulling stumps, 1.4ing silos, or any of the many other jots
Ground the farm, the Fordson will not
only do and do well, but quicker, easier

^

menmn

made

til

No matter what

^
^

»

lived up to every claim

appearance. nm

^

Use

in

built to

|

adopting

Now

with over strength in evCrv part; •
vnthstand the constant ctram of
heavy duty; tested out under every condition of farm and belt work, and put to
actual test by 170.0C3 ov/ners during the
past three years — the h orccon iYactpT has

Built

STANDARD BELT

sasrsatss

'

170,000

picnic
WAR DEPARTMENT

.

at less expense.

There are so many different time and
money saving in which the Fctucon can be u,cd that yOu6we ;t to yourself to get the facts. Come in and see
tne fordson, or write or phone
infonu-.ion.

•

ior ine.

*

»

Holleman-DeWeBiilinto Co,

-TO
* LECTURE AT BI-

DETROIT PUBLICATION
BLE CHAUTAUQUA FEATURES OTTAWA HEN

Rev. JasperS. Hugfcer of Jimison
The ctiftrent issue of the'Miattiga®
selected by the NaInvestor, a financifilmagazine jnrv
tional Committee of the Disciplesat
liste'f in Detroit; containsa out tT
their meeting at St. Louis, Mo., to
G., X. Diffcema of Holland amt B. P.
deliver a series of lectures on the
Sharwooi of Grand Haven. The cuts
Book of Revelation at the Silver Lake
appear in connection with therapecial
Chautauquato be held near Whiteedition deserving the recent tankhall iir August.
er*' ccivrention in'Detros*. Kri SherRev. Hughes, during many years of
wood was second1 viiee presidentof
intensive study of the Book of Reve-

Park has been

quarter along the Lake Michigan
Phenix requirements for the entire
jiM age wnere folks own property.
country. ‘One of these brands, which
^ __
xomineuttbusinessman stated
is extensively known thruout the
ih-i ae had pwchased a lot at TenStates, is known as Sandwich Loaf
nessee Beach and ia building a cotand is put up in five-pound boxes
jtage there. Nightly the private road
and the operationsare covered by has won the attention of leading «*, former pronifentof thraassciaJt filled with aitos, the yard around
Molars. He is now at work: on the tioi^denveredan ad*ess »rr response
Jji» cottage ia filled and he was com- patents.
The new department will require
•nj-ia
to the address of welcome made by
j»elled to park his own machine outpublicatiim of a book wMcb^rin W;
,f Detreit Mr
from ten to fifteen additional hands u uwv-o w- — — --ride of the park property.
veal the fruits of his many years of
The private road was created by the entire year. The capacity of this labor upon the mysteries of the Diekema’s address ia printed in full
added department will be about two
ih the magaafte.
each property owner donating 15 ft.
Apocalypse.
carloads
per
week.
«f their lot making a 30 ft. road so

•*

scauiois

'

_ni

yj

^

that the cottagas that are being built

are easier of access. But folks who
-4b not own a foot of ground and
jfeave never contributeda penny to
maintain the beach take possession
. and ‘raise Ned.ywhen they are ad
-

jriaed that they '"are usurping privileges that are not theirs.

A few nights ago closets were
broken open by strangers and other
jiroperty damage was done.
'One property owner at Buchanan
.'beach states that trees on his prop«erty have ibeen stripped of limbe in
border that beach party participants
might have fuel for marshmallow
roasts. Another stated that a swimming raft was taken from his beach
by bathers and that it has now dis-

One

^

Coddling Moth Busy;
Apple Growers Told
To Spray the Trees
earlier the season, the earlier

The Graham experimentstation of
M. A'. C. on the Bridge street

All In a Day’s

'road reports its specimens of coddims moths, caged there, is develop.hv earlier than crual. Apnle prov-.en are advised t-. begip spraying the
vtrees as near July 20 as possible and
to spray for thj lesser apple

Called froca Kis bed tkat night Cl wa8
raining) one of the repair men went out
to investigate the trouble.

•

worm.
is suggested that growers dse

fhe arsenical poison with a lin\e sul-

W

ptor solution and thus guard against
acab affecting the trees, which is poa"«VW if cool and Cloudy weather ar\

• •

•

3ELECTRIC FLAT IRON CAUSES

Following<he

he drove more than t score of
miles in the darkness and rain and
tramped additional miles through a

toll lead,

swamp. Using a

flashlight, he finally
found the source of the trouble—-an insulator that had been, shot off.

• •

If

you have contemplated doing something in the

building line

“when prices are right,” take up the
us at

once.

Get our prices and suggestions on your specificarepeat,

we

tions.

may

We

build the

'

for
would

GRAND HAVEN

Chief of Police Pippel of Grand
TIaven warns users of electric .flat|
Irons to be careful about leaving

Hem

turned on when not in use. Sev
«. oral fires have been started recent“ ly t»y persons who carelessly left the
1 irons turned on and then went away
and forgot them. The chief suggestthat the irons be disconnected
-at the pluirs to be sure of preventing

“HOLLAND IDEAL
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Goes Faster.

,

Re-

1

tmrionB difficulties. *

is our

•

Interruptionsin telephoneservice,

mile.

day

ROCK.

.

basis.

matter with

be due to a thousand and
diatant that tame evening, a brisk, alert- one cause.. The foregoing 1. a atateappearing bu.ines. man put in a call
ment of an actual incident, A thouMnd
Dr^roiL Ordinarily,ten minute,
similar atone, could be wr.tten The
suffice for the connection. The buainea. point is jwt tbw Thm-n1! aU auch diffiman waited. Finally, with the explana- cultiea, night and day. regardlea.of
rinn that the delay was due to
weather conditions,the people of the
transmission, the opeiator announced Telephone Company are doing their
Detroit was on the line.
oper- duty to the public by being constantly
diately notified the
on the job to keep service up to its high
ator then immediately --standard.
pair Department of line trouble.

In . telephone booth In « hotel 30

->rives.

t

Work

His gun held ready, his eyes glancing
about eagerly,a man in hunter • garb
moved silently thrdugh a North Michigan
swamp. Suddenly the beat of flapping
wings sounded. Qyickly raising gun to
shoulder. he fired. “Amis* l*’ he growled
disappointedly as the duck rose high
into tne air and disappeared from view.
But—
the duck hunter missed)

•

--- JFIRES IN

ARE

busy day. From morning until night, every man, truck and wagon in. our
yard and every piece of machinery in our mill is
busy filling the orders of those who realize that
prices and conditions in the lumber business are at
a point when building can go ahead on a profitable

Every working

' the

-----

NOW
* .AT BED
A •

•fhe bug.

It

Our Holland Ideal Horaea.

BUILDING PRICES

appeared.

The

of

TELEPHONE COMPANY
TuUphont Servicefor Michigan

ms lb
i it;,
1121.

Citizen Phone
*

co.

Holland, Mich.

Holland Oity New*
HARRY

FIX

TELLING GAR

PLEADS

GUILTY BUT SENTENO?
IS

'HUjND&jbiLo uox<

SMASHED IN
AN ACCIDENT

IS

DEFERRED

IUiW ttitUXiA iUliJ
BOOflA ISAjtoH

The announcement in this paper
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Telling and
judge uneu d. croaa cttuie u> or. daughter Barbara were injured in an recently by aaxer & Boone that the
Haven l&st week to hold a special ses- automobileaccident and Mr. Telling’s public was welcome on their property

cuuu

sion oi uie ouatott circuit

lur

the purpose ol disposing01 some
chancery matters and divorce cases.
During

as:" “•

Why you

-

tween Porter and Michigan City, Alpena Road and OtUwa Beach has
Ind., when a Paige* driven by Dr. A. been followd by an enthusiastic re-

star!

should buy a
Player Piano

nic parties and private parties have
amidships.
So hard was the blow that the been making good use of the bathing

car

their

way

>

through the machinery of the court. Paige gave the Telling Cadillac that
Che latter was thrown, about 85 feet
Before adjournment he called for arto the aide into a ditch where A
raignment of persons facing chargee turned over. The Paige alsp was
who had not yet been In circuitcourt. quite badly smashed. It was coming
Six persons who had been held to on at a rate of about 35 mile; an
hour and the Telling car was going
circuit court were arraigned by Pros*
at y normal rate of apetd. 'Bhe Tellecuting Attorney Miles, and Judge ings had not noticed the little side
Cross to pass sentence upon three road out of which the Oren car was
coming and the first intimation they
who had entered pleas of guilty durhad of disaster was when the big
ing the afternoonsession. Those not Paiee struck.

beach there, and both Mr. Baker and

Little Barbara Telling was 'quite

Hundreds of persons h*ve been us-

sentenced by the court will be dispos-

ed of later by the court. Prepara-

now being made for

Mr.JBoonehave been kept busy

swering the telephone when people

number of

Straight Piano

request permissionto use the beach.

The owners of the property made
but one stipulation,namely that

who wished to use the beach

those

for picnic purposes should ask per
mission so that the owners would

know who was

badly bruised about the body and Mrs.
Telling received a

instead of a

an-

using the place.

TV

«

I

;
;

«

n be played by hand just like

straight

a

plan 3

ing thp beach the past few day*. Sun-

bruises.

the Mr. Telling himself received some in- day fully a hundred and fifty people
juries, but all

August term of circuit court.

The following appeared for ar
raigmment: Benjamin Mitchell, who

were

able to walk in

the

bathing.

composin'

Baker A Boone Monday

cians hav<

DEFEAT

, A.h* Sit

_

1.1

P^
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,

wel*

T

size have banks that are as safe and

year.

each week by the p*s$or

unng

ic, if

^

ie

TC^jred gve run8 were chalked

T.

sold at
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th*

1

1
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1 pleasure

1

.
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body ’s

\

It
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v ill help
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piano. Hearing ^another play
of producing jnusic perfectly^

must be experienced.

.
od

Mary’s piano.’”

your

child in the study

of

mus-

.

1m

l^rown worth

t

and dependabilityare

,

\

MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
1

17

w

.

8th

street
Come

^

Holland, Mich.

in and hear them and drop u$ a line
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More

Price
Reductions
.
* •

•

by Lokker-Rutgers Co.

up

\ .

In the re-adji Fin n i
our Store to pieKnt n n

1

n p

in
ces

;

marking down the higher priced goods ia
and scire below.

Get in the habit to buy Good Clothes.

fans.

We Recommend To You

The time for rejoicing however
_____Spriggs
____
came in the tenth.
led off

_

__

I

1

No matter what the pi < \icis cost has been, we are going to mark our merchandise down to get back to normal business methods as soon as possible.

The associated interests of the
lasd City State, $1,160,846.40 and
the Peoples State Bank, $840,151.35, H. Welch Co. and I. M. Airmstrotig a double to deep center. Woldor a total in the three banka of of Detroit have opened permanet ^ng eacrified Spriggs to third. Jap$3,981,114.43.
offices in the Visacher Block. The es- pinga who had hit safely twice beThe savings accounts are held by tablishment of a branch okce in Hoi lore
fore appeareu
appeared un
on the
scene juo.
just now
me secuc
thousands of small depositorsand land is in line with a broad policy of and ^th his lusty war club hit the
their “nest eggs” are as safe as they expansion and follows that of a liae flr8t ball pitched down the right field
would be if these were placed in the procedure in Flint, Saginaw, Port foui line scoring Spriggs with the
Bank of England, reputed to be the Huron and other Miclrgan cities. winning run. The' crowd went wild
strongest bank in th| world.
At present concentrationis being and the cheering could be heard for
Holland is far from being broke of centered on the sale of lots in the im- block away. Some dyed-in-the-wool
that you may be sure.
mediate vicinity of the Henry Ford fan fe]t B0 happy that he passed the

CLOTHCRAFT

and

KUPPENHEIMER

|

CLOTHES

|

BODY OF LOCAL
HERO ARRIVES IN
NEW YORK

'

'

i

is

^

^

INHOLLAND

j«

you

Only

entire
I on an a dead ball, a base on balls and
sound as our.
It is the ardent hope of he partor |
hitg< The vigitoM were held
Just think of a city of 13,000 inthat
the
little wooden building that throughout th(j remainder of the
haibitants having three banks with
assets amounting to nearly six mil- serves for a church at Spring Lake game securing only one hit and no
piay some day be replaced by a stone
lions of dollars, or to be exact, asruns off of Hoover.
structure
which will adequatelycare
sets of the First State Bank are
Th locals however were -up against
$2,426,228.79; HolUnd City State for the resorters who attend there in it. Three runs had to be scored to
Bank are $1,962,915.91; Peoples the summer, and still have a small tie the count. One of these waa proState Bank $1,402,491.50, or -a grand chapel in connectionto make church duced by Japinga and Woldring. Ill
going in the winter comfortablefor
total of $5,791,636.20
in assets.
the eighth the score was tied on sucThe trust that Holland folks placb the little flock of the village.
cessive hits by Steggerda, Hoover,
An these banks is reflected in its savWoldring and* Jappinga,much to the
OPENS AN OFFICE
ings deposits. The First State Bank
delight of the
,
carries a total of $1,6^0,116.68; Hoi*

which only the most talented musi-

• > a selfish piano— “It

'

»

The Pi
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^

is ei

cannot hi
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The Play

HEYBOER TEAM
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by play-

«/ master.
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is

tended the invitationto the people of

Park and Holland townships to use
the beach. Picnic partiee from theaeard Stylcstra,pleaded guilty to larcThere’s no rest for a weary pastor townships will be as welcome as those
from the city, provided the same coneny. Barney J. Gilroy entered a plea
at Spring Lake in the summer time,
ditions are observed.
of guilty to a charge of burglary. J.
An attempt will be made to have
Harvey entered ,a voluntary plea of according to the confessionof Rev.
violation of the liquor law. Maynard Daniel J. Hyland, pastor of St. a short stretch of road, about an
eighth of a mile long, improved ao*
E. Dyckes pleaded guilty to violaMary’s church at Spring Lake in this
that it will be easier for auto parties
tion of the liquor law.
Benj. Mitchell, charged wkh county. While most churches find to reach the new pleasure spot It la
the theft of a bicycle at Holland was their congregations decreasing in now quite possible to get through, but
the road is rather sandy and it is
given a ten day jail sentence with a
size during the hot weather, the re
hoped that this drawback may be redefault provisionof 90 days more
verse is true at Spring Lake.
moved soon.
and assessed costs.
“As long as we own the place,”
** James Harvey was placed on proThe little church building that has
bation for two years with Ben Peter- faced the storms of cold winters and said Mr. John Boone, “the people
are welcome to the use of it An
son as his first friend. His fine was
stood up through the heat of torrid
increasing number of people in Holassessed at $100 with $4.60 costs,
payable $10 monthly, with provision summers for many years is barely land are daily taking advantage of
that he abstain from liquor. Barney large enough to comfortably seat a this offer.
J. Gilroy, who pleaded guilty to burhundred faithffil church people. Durglary was sentenced to a term of
from one to five years at Jackson ing the winter, fall and spring LOCALS
with the recommendation of one months it is too lar£e for the 15 famPOPE
year. Gilroy was held by the Grand
ilies which constitute the little flock
Haven police charged with breaking
and entering a cottage south of High of the parish. But when hot sumIn a highly interestingbut see-sawland Park. He was found at a camp mer takes possession of the cities of
ing
overtime contest the locals deon the beach by the officers. His con Michigan and the inhabitants flee to
feated
the Pope & Heyboers of Gr.
fession exonerated a boy companion
the coolness of the Spring I*k* Rapids Saturday afternoon 11 to 10
who was found with him.
shores for comfort the little church It was the first overtime game of
Harry Fik mentioned in this article
the year and was a thrillerthroughis the man who stole in the neighbor- has its busiest season.
out The visitors scored one run in
hood of $1800 from the Holland FurEvery Sunday morning, nearly 500
each
of the first two innings and the
nace Co. This it is said was his sec- people crowd into the little house of
locals came right up and evened the
ond offense. The first time the com- worship at the two masses, and while
count by scoring two runs in the secpany' was kind enougn to straighten
it nearly sinks under the weight, a
omd on two errors and Ingham’s
the matter out for him. The of- number collect about the entrance.
double. Again in the fifth each side
ficials would have done likewise thi?
Caring for the entire number of
time but the man did not seem to people who attend mass is too great scored two runs still making the
count even. The locals forged ahead
care what became of him.
a job for one man, so a missionary in the sixth when three runs were
Father is always stationed at Grand pushed across on a couple of errors
Haven to assist Father Hyland dur- and a double by Hick Hoover and
ing the summer months. Highland
Shaw.
IS REFLECT- Park resorters help swell the ranks
The seventh almost proved the
of St. Patricks’ church at Gr. Haven
ED IN IIS
...... ..
downfall of the locals when the viseach
Sunday to
add- to the work of itors scored flve
Tnan
v»v.. - --------nve runs, The
ine flrst
urst man
__
__ -X
n nor
n
. _
In today’s issue the statementsof the pastor. Other charges under the up wag gafe on an em)r and stegger.
care of Father Hyland are Denison, i da loaded
base6 hj walking the
the three Holland banks appear ana
Marne, Pigeon Creek and Robinson. | next
Hoover at thig point to^
the condition of our banking instituThe outer missionsare visited once ^
but be£ore the side
tions show, that no town of Holland’s

BANKS u*

> by h5nd playing, the other

ex-.~

also

plea of guilty to embestlement.Rich-

OUHomON

of Ftcurirg a musical education thru

\

Playn

breezes of the lake as well as the

enter-

Holland financial

r

Thei.

were at that spot enjoying the coo!

spite of the terrible experience.

HOT SPELL GIVES
ed a voluntaryplea of guilty. Harry
PRIEST NO REST IN
Fik, former salesman for the Holland
TORRID SUMMER
Furnace Co. entered a voluntary
was charged with latency

2

out of a crossroads struck the Telling

up several criminalcases and

tions are

=

wind B. Oren of Chesterton,Ind,,. coming sponse on the part of the public.Pic-

his visit he took time to

a number of others on

PAGE THREE

because they are the best and most economical to buy. Tailored
of <h(‘ best material, by the best and moat experienced workmen*

factories, General Motors factories, hat for donations. The silver pieces
PensnylvaniaRailroadTerminal,
p0Ured into his coffer and Japmany other industrials all adjacent pinga clatais he ha* some extra spend-'
to the proposed opening to the water- ing money for the next week. No

and

- I

ways from the Atlantic ocean to the doubt Dickie will not have to dig any
Great Lakes. Recently a number of ditches this week.
Word has been received in Holland TTnllfinrl Knoioca vriaitn/J uiwut'O vaaso wvva.
Holland
men visited
Detroit
| vsc&cr
Qcker pitching
------ busiess
------ ------- —
------ j
pivciuug for
iwr the
me visitors
visituis was
»ao
that the body of Corporal Henry
to see flrst hand the enormous devel- touched up for 17 bingles, while
Walters has arrived in New York
opements of industry surrounding steggerda and Hoover allowed 12
City and will arrive in Holland in a
the companies’
blows. The visitors presentedthe belt
few days., Corp. Walters was one of
Mr. Armstrong is heading the local lineup appearing on the diamond this
the ftnrt aoldiers from this communoffice. He brings with him from De- year. Ocker just a few weeks ago
ity to give his life for his country in
troit
and wag pitching for Grand Rapids and
troit a corps of
of sales
sales assistants
assistants and
the World War. He is the son of
in --------addition has employed locally Mr. Muskegon
the uentrai
Central League.
musicegon in tne
John Walters, 238 West 18th street, ...
Russel Rutgers, Mr. Andrew Postma, Imper8 and Champion both catchers
and he was killed on July l6, 1918,
-and Mr. Leonard Lam. The latter played with Muskegon early in the
Chateau-Thierry,
France.
has been afflliatod w:th Mr. Arm* Bea9on. The rest of the team was
.Corp. Walters has slept in a French
grave wrtil noW, but with thousands strog in many of his projects for the cream of Grand Rapids semi-prothe past ten
• / —
____
of other heroes of the World War,
his b&dy has been transferred to
arrested Mr.
and Mrs.
Fred Meyer
Meyer and
and tthree
L T. W. .Spink,v;Unsing,
----- was —
mr. ana
Mrs. rrea
America and will be placed in the by Speed Cop Peterson for goinf 28 children. Leo. Delia and LetUr, are

We are headquarters for Men, Young Men and Boys
carry the most up-to-date line in Ottawa County.
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Mr. and Mrs.' k.'Qi

Keppel and

and Ruth, have
vyeturned from a trip West where

now under «they

are .carruu through.

U

visited, among

other

places,

is

th®

111.

>

M

“THE

This expression has often been used in various
and not infrequentlyin political propaganda.

The "rdal watch dog” however
City Treasurer.

The First State Bank however is the biggest *watch
dog” of them all. Not alone does it protect City and
County money, but it watches diligently and safeguards

firl.

ty.

The Lady Macabees will meet the
last of the month during July and
Angust. Those in arrears or wishing
to pay, may do so at the treasurer’s
home, Lady Churchill, 165 East 12th
street.

The Woman’* Relief Coii>a/ will
its July birthday tea Wednesday
afternoonat the home of Mrs. T. A.
hold

Boot, 68 West 11th street. All members and friends are cordially invited.
Mrs. Mathenson of Huntington,W»

Sam Wilson of Chicago
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. Markham 817 East 8th St. Mrs. Mathenson is a sister and Mrs. Wilson a
niece of Mr. C. Markham of this city.
Mr. ClarenceParker and Miss Basel Kraai were married Saturday afternoon at 4:00 o’clock at the home
of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Kraai, on 13th street by the
pastor of the Third Reformed church
Rev. James M. Martin.
Rev. Mr. Vander Kieft, pastor of
the FourteenthSt. Christian Reformed church, lias been presented with
a Ford sedan by his congregation.
William Brouwer and Fred Beeuwkes were in Grand Rapids Tuesday,
attendingthe Furniture Exposition
in the interests of the James A.
Brouwer Co.
A Muskegon woman has had a man
arrestedand confined in jail forty
days for stealing her skirt, valued at
$2. She’ll show him who wears the
Va., and Mrs

skirts.

Vyven has again demonstrated that
he has his thirty men well trained.
The largest crowd that ever filled

beauty. ,

funds placed

in its care.

amounting to nearly three mil-

lions of dollars, placed there by thousands of trusting
depositors.

Van

No matter how large or small these amounts may be,
they are guaranteed the same safety, and the depos-

CentennialPark was there Thursday
night and every available parking
space was taken. Henbert Steinaway
played a trombone solo “Oh, dry
is well known in this city.
those tears,” by Teresadelrieto, very
Thos, Van Eenenaam, the veteran pleasingly and was given liberal aphotel keeper of this city, has decided
plause.
to quit the hotel business and has
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Tilma and famrented the place to Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Scvhwanderof Allegan, who took ily of Witchita,Kas., are visiting
possession Thursday.’ Mr. and Mrs. friends and relativesin Holland. Mr.
Schwander are practical hotel people Tilma, a former Holland man, left
and will make a success of the busi- this city eleven years ago for Kansas.
He is the publisher of a labor paper
ness. — Zeeland Record.

night.

all

It protects deposits

Park was no doubt the best ever

Gerrit Veuxink, one of the sales- in Wichita.
The annual businessmeeting of
force of the Winstrom Electric Co.
has been in Canton, O., for the past *be ^tawa County Building & Loan
two weeks where he has been study- association will be held at its offices
ing at Hoover school of instruction. over the First State Bank on Tuesday
This factory makes the Hoover Car- evening, July 19, at 7>30 o'clock.
pet cleaner and the instructions re- The annual reports will be made and
ceived stand Mr. Veurink in good directors will be elected to take the
stead in explaining the merits of the place of R. H. Haberman, I. Marsilje,
H. Damson and E. E. Fell, whose
machine to prospective buyers.
terms
of office expire, and such
The Saugatuck- schools have Receivother
business
will be transactedas
ed a bequest of the late Mrs. Calvin
may
come
before
the meeting.
Whitney of that place. The money
Jacob
Klooaterman,
who resides on
must be used to grade and sod the
a
farm
three
miles
northeast
of Zeeground and to build presentable cement walks from the main school land, lost a team of valuable horses
building to the structure where the Tuesday,the animals being struck by
primary school work is done. The lightning during the electricalstorm
The city is putting in a new drinkvillage board has also placed large
ing
fountain on the corner of River
lights in the grounds in order that
Avenue
and Eighth street. It is a
these may be properly illuminated at

"Heinie* Geerds* the

These men are “watch dogs” of public moneys and are
placed there by the people for that purpose.

.

given in this city. Bawf Master

is

Coiftity funds.

f®^^
nial

ways

In the County John Den Herder might bear this
sobriquet for the reason that he is the custodian of

The martini are again nesting iri lCa9t lncludin» Elliot Dexter, Sylvia
street,a boy; Mr. and Mrs. Bernard the cornice at the extreme east end ^ion Wanda Hawley, Florence
Mllttnan, 401 Central Ave., a girl; of the Poet building over B. Stek6-'V,or' Theodow Robert* and Helen
^tber_of _tbe ****
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Karel, a girl; tee’, dry goods store. This species
in “Torchy” comedies and Pathe
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Diepenhors^ of bird has made its “love nest”)
Holland R. 8, a girl; Mr. and Mrs. there for the past 30 years and for News will be added attractions.
The band concert given by the
Peter Sloothook, 297 W. 23rd St., a that reason the broken cornice has
American
Legion Band at Centennever been mended.
Miss Delia Ossewarde, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ossewaarde of
Zeeland has gone on a six weeks’
trip through Yellowstone National
Park, Seattle, Portland and Van
Couver, from where she will sail for
Alaska, returning later through the
Canadian Rockies. The young ladjc

=

Peter Prins, the local grocer, is of ten called the “watch
dog” by his colleagues and others for the reason that he
closely scrutinizes every expenditure made by the
Common Council before he votes. That is one way
of using this expression.

Cate, E. 18th

There will be a big farmers day
at M. A. C., in Lansing which will
Include a picnic, inspection, a program for statewidegathering. It is
a very busy time but County Agent
Milham states that a number are expecting to attend from Ottawa Coun-

WATCH DOG OF THE
TREASURY.*’

.

Mr and Mrs. Dick Ten

iiiiiiipniHin^

Iltllilll

un- Yellowstone National Park and the
derstood'tisattne Forward Movement Rocky MounUin National park.
CundicUte Henry 0. Hospers of is ready to give the village a title to
Governor Groedbeck has are-apHolland has received a call from the 500 feet of its beach, providing a
pointed Huntley Russell on the Deep
Reformed church of Utica, N. Y. road is built to give access to it
Waterways commission. Mr. Russell
Candidate H. G. Hospers of this city which will avoid congestionon the
is now on his way home from Niagara
has received a call from the Reformpa-esent Lincom road leading to. Falls, making the trip over the route
ed church of New Hackensack, N. Y. Camp .Gray. The plan has not been
of the proposed lakes to ocean water
Candidate J. B. H. Van Lierop has officially proposed as yet, nor the deway. •accepted a call from the Reformed tails worked out, but it is likely some
church of Yakima, Wash., bavin* action will be taken in the near fuReender Reende'fs pioneer resident
previously declined one from the Re- ture toward putting through the deal. of Spring Lake and a charter memformed church at Atwood, Mich. This gives our neighbor two large ber of the First Reformed church of
Candidate J. R. Mulder has declined beaches and poor Holland hian ’t an,
0< SPrin* Uk•• <liei1
a call from the Reformed church at to boast of.
Thursay morning at the home of
Raritan,
f
Miss Emma Post and Charles Van his daughter,Mrs. Jacob Break, wnn
A law passed by the 1921 session Zylen were united in marriage,the whom he made his home. Mr. Reenof the legislaturegives the state high
ceremony being performed by the ders was one of the best known resiway departmentjurisdiction over the bride ’s uncle, Rev. Mr. Post of Cut- dents of Spring Lake. He was over
trees and shrubs within the highway
80 yenrs of age and had been in ill
lerville.
limits. This law makes it an oi. health for some time.
Joseph Brewer of the American
fense to cut or injure shade or ornaPublic UtilitiesC6. will, entertain
State pensions for firemen was a
mental trees or shrubs and it is, acthe office staff with a picnic at his subject pushed at sessions of the
cording to Mr. Boehler to be strictly
summer home at Macatawa park to- Michigan Firemen’sconvention at
enforced. He believes they will have
day. Former members of the staff the Soo, Wednesady. Resolutions
little difficulty along this line, howhave been invited. Mr. Brewer is also were adopted for presentation to the
ever as in most localities the local
the man who owns the Holland Gas governor and legislature asking that
officials are eager to retain whatevworks.
a pension system be adopted at an
er beauty is existent along the nearearly date. It was voted to name
Rev.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Bray
and
son
by highways. Mr. Boehler asserts
three delegates to the Metropolitan
Billy
arrived
at
Macatawa
Park
Frithat a tremendous sentimentfor tree
conventionin Pontiac Sept 1 to 3.
day
evening.
They
drove
thru
in
planting and beautificationalong the
David G. Phillipp’s well known
trunk line highway routes is appar- their car from Bloomington, HI.,
where
Mr.
Bray
has
his charge. They novel, “Old Wives for New," in prcent over the state.
Dr. W. Westrate reports the fol- will qpend some time with Dr. and turized form will be shown at the
Mrs. P. Moer^yke at their summer Colonial tpday. It is a fine picture*
lowing births: Mr .arid Mrs. Nicholas
full of action, enacted by an all-star
Dykema, 48 E. 18th street, a boy; cottage on the lake.

way

^

ftolland Olty Hew»

to fiH.., *.W4..^ip*i,o*uiingDe*cn, daughters,Evelyn
asiuo ituMi Uif out iurouflcdby me.
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itor is

accorded the

same courtesy

at this bankii g in-

a
s

stitution.
In

The Thirty Years That The

FIRST STATE

BANK

has been in existence, not a penny was ever lost
depositor. That is a record to be proud of.

to a

The FIRST STATE BANK is a “watch dog” in other
ways. It offers ample protection for your Liberty,
other bonds and your private papers thru their large
and adequate safety deposit vaults. Your valuables
are at all times safe from fire anduheft, and this wsurance can be had for the sum of 43.C0 per year, A
very necessary protection it seems. Call on us for
details.

We Pay 4% On

Savings.

First State Bank
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

%

J

At a meeting of the Ottawa County Buildingand

The carpentersand joiners will

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Zeran and

Loan

Association R. hold their picnic Thursday at Kar- daughter Helen of East Ninth street
Dr. Ruby Helen Paine, medical
Mrs. Roxanna Smth of Allegan, 82, H. Haberman, I. Marsilje, H. Dam- deau Beach. Those attending will
left Monday morning on a trip to
missionaryto Sierra Leone, West one of the old and prominent pio son and E. E. Fell were re-elected as meet at the corner of River and 12th
Niagara Falls, the Thousand Islands,
Africa, ho is now home on furlough neers of Allegan county, died theu directors for a term of three years. street. The company will leave that
and Watertown, N. Y. Xhey will be
^ill speak at a public meeting under Thursday night,
A two and a half per cent dividend point at 0 o’clock sharp.
gone for two weeks.
the auspices of the missionarysocie- 1 With the promise of full exhibit for the six months’ term ending on
Sixteen Sentinel boys were the
Prof. A. Raap, together wiflTMrs.
ty of the Western Methodist church in every department, coupled with June 30th was declared.

1

W. Wolfe’s Superior Raap and daughter, have returned to
The MethodistEpiscopal society of
had several years of experienceon in prizes offered by local merchants, The funeral took place Tuesday Shows Tuesday night and that they Holland to make their home. They
Allegan has bought of the Grisold
the African field and has the distinc- the Holland fair this year promises afternoonof Jacob Krckkee, services had a delightful time goes without will live at 307 College avenue,
estate a residence on Cutler-st.which
tion of being one of the few medical to outstrip all previous exhibitions in being held at toe home of Mr. Krok- saying. Mr. Wolfe personally con-| Mrs. George B. Williams of Oakwill house the pastor and family..
kee’s daughter, Mrs. 2ert Vanden ducted the lads thm the fifteen dif- land, Calif., is in Holland visiting
More than 2000 people attended missionariesto that dark country. the history of the association.The
The public is invited.
dates are Sopt. 13-16. SecretaryJ. Brink, 137 W. 15th-st. The deceased ferent attractions and for three, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Kamthe Allegan county f»rm bureau picBorn
to Mr. and Mrs. John Diekema Arendshorsthas booked several vau- is survived by his wife and two hours the newsies had heaps of fun. j meraad.
nic held at Allegan on the fair
The Older men’s and Younger] • ~
82 East 20th street, an eight pound deville attractions.
children’s daughters.Mrs. Bert Vanden
grounds.
Brink of Holland, and Mrs. George men’s outings will be combined dur- 1 Mr- 'N Mr8* Claude E- Barr and
girl.
heaBh
exhibit
will
be
staged
by
Miss
The Rebekahs will hold their aning July and August. The first out- children of Spring Lake spent SunMiss Jean Bazan is home from the Eva K. Schurr, new county home Peck of Detroit
nual picnic at Jenison Park on Sating will be a week from Wednesday, ! day with Jacob Van de
urday afternoon and evening, July Butterworth hospital where she had demonstrationagent. The new $6000
Pqter Gunst of Holland,a veteran at Kardeau
|
Green of Eaton Rapgrandstand is nearing completion.
23. The Odd Fellows and their fam- her tonsils removed.
! ids, who has been visiting her sister,
of the Civjl war, is one of three
A curiosity which developedin the The big structure will have a seating
ilies are cordially invited.
members of a family who are octoge- ^Irs. Martha Schroeder, aged 71, Mrs. Jacob Van de Lune, the past
Passengers for Chicago on the G. Wyngarden Hatchery in Zeeland was capacity of about 2,000 and will be narians. Moreover, there were only died at her home on 209 West 14th month expects to leave Wednesday
and M. line can now secure their a chick having four legs and four equipped ^rith bandstand and drink- three children in the family. A St. at 0:30 Monday morning. She is f0r her new home in LitchfieldMinn,
berths or stateroom reservations at wings. That the chick will have a ing fountains. Underneath will be lo- brother and sister, respectively 87 survived by the followingchildren
Mrs. P. J. Luidcns left Tuesday for
the Michigan railway office in Saug- hard road in life, if it lives is evi- cated a dining hall with ample provis
and 85 years old, live ’in the Nether- Miss Anna Schroeder, Mrs. Clara Dill New Jersey to visit her son Rev. Anatuck, instead of having to take their denced by the' fact that the two pairs ion for nine concession stands.
lands and Mr. Gunst, 82 lives in Hol- Mrs. H. Raffenaud,Mrs. E. Vande thony Luidens for a month.
Walter Morris connected with Jake
chances on getting accommodations of feet were aimed in opposite direcI Woude, Mr. ohn E. Schroeder, Mr.
land. .
after reaching Holland as has been tions, and it is probable that when Kuite’s Economy Market w*s called
Frank N. Shroeder, Mr. Herman ! Henry Van Ark of the Van Ark
Mr. John R. Mulder has arceipteda Johnson. Funeral was held on Furniture Co. was in Grand Rapids
the case heretofore. J. A. Johnson the chick intends going in one direc- to the farm of John Boone near
the general agent- of the steamboat tion its feet will carry ;t in erotlier. Harlem and was given the Job of position as head of the department Wednesdayafternoonat 2 p. m. from on bu»toeM Wednesday,
Four generationsliving under one catching a crazy cow that was run- of Bible and Philosophy at Central the home, Rev. G. B. Fleming tffleiat- ' MrB- John ‘Houting of Milwaukee,
line, was here Thursday perfecting
j is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
the arrangements. — Saugatuck Cotfn- roof is the unique record of a family ning at large and acted very much College, Pella, la. Mr. Mulder is a
in Fillmore township a few miles I the same as a mad bull. It took some graduate of Hope College and of the
| Karel, 91 E. 16th street and of Mr.
• mercial -Record. .. •
Mr. and Mrs. 8. L. Henkle, 117 E. south of Holland. The newest in the ! hours for Walter to land the animal Western Theological Semiary, recelv- * Mrs. H. Nielsen and daughter, and Mrg, i8a*c De Kraker, College
4
10th street, have returned after a foyrth generationis a girl bom on ( but not (according to Walter’s story) ing his degree from the latter insti-, Doris of_Copenhagen, Denmark, are I
Wedesday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
! until one man had one of his fingers tution In May of wis year.
visiting'
with
Me/and
Mrs.
Felix
Mo-|
The
Misses
Bertha
Visaera,
Helene
motor trip of five weeks. They visited
Grootenhuis.
The
three
other
gen! pinched off by the rope he
was
Nace
Wilford,
Edwa*J
Vanderhoef
ser,
94
W.
16th
St.
Mr.
Nielsen
is'Huizengh,
Cornelius
aVnder
Schraaf,
ifriends and relatives in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio and traveled as far orations comprise Mrs. W. Douma, an , holding with, which Jake's butcher and Mabel Treat Grand Rapids , commercial representative of a Chi- and Emma aVndenBerg, motored to
east as West Virginia. Mr. Henkle ivalid,nearly 80 years of age; her | “ hog-tied” Mr. Bossy. Walter made were brot to Gr Haven Wednesday, cago firm with headquarters at Har- Grand Rapid* Thursday.
Miss Clara Lett, eldest daughterof
states that the roads all the way w«e daughter, Mrs. Henry G. Boeve, and short work of the insane beast after hy Deputy Sheriff Guy Northouse of bin, Manchuria.
about like they are from Holland to her granddaughter, Mrs. Grooteh- that. Asked what he was going Jenison. The officer charges *he ] Mr. J. A. Hoover returned Satur- Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Lett, a former
Grand Rapids and in many instances hui£ Henry G. Boeve was born in to do with the meat he said *we are trio with being intoxicated in an au- ! jay from Pittsburgh, where he at- resident of Grand Haven, was margoing to turn U into ‘ild dogs’ and tomobile in his town.— ^Jrand Haven tenje(} a conventionof the Heinz Co. ried last Saturday to Vipcent JVidak
• muoh ‘better. The total mileage made the same house 47 years
Prof.
Antony
Ver
Hylst,
professor
t feed them to a ‘dippy picnic’.’’
of this city. They will make, their
! officials. He was met at Toledo, O.,
was nearly 1800.
of
philosophy
at
King’s
College,
Bris:
The
Ford
trupk
of
H.
Havenhorst
home
in Holland.— Grand Haven TriWalter Baker, traveling passenger
Pour death, occurredIn one nutgh-i
Hoover, who^ .pent a week
tol,
Tenn.,
and
his
family
aVe
the
of
Zeeland
collided
with
one
of
Joe
bune.
borhood
within
one
year.
They
were,
there
v.M«ng
her
brother.
agent for the Michigan R’y Co., is
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Anderson EusdifferentI
1116 nrsi
nomegrown peaches
pvacuev v*
' The
first homegrown
making his annual summer appear- guests of Mrs. Ver Hulst's parents, White ’s Dodge taxi s on the
of Pine avenue and Eighth ..reet m
“ock
d"!the !ea80n were brought int0 Penn- den of Lawrence, Kas., have arrived
ance in the city, lining up the several Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Brusse
near the Interurbanfreight house, homes adjoiningeach other on^tr|iw.,ln
on
churches' and factories for their an- ; Dr. J. M. Vander Meulen of Louis.Peter jvUl* Friday. They were raised on and will spend the summer with Mr.
The truck was not damaged but the street. Mrs. H. Geerlingssr
Mrs. E. T, Springer’* farm four miles and Mrs. John S. Dykstra..
^Mrfw^R. Cox and daughter Em$. ' meeUng^f the3 R^iT^b Thursd^ , taxi had a wheel and a fender taken De Vrie^dward Steketee and Mrs. southwest of Fennville.
Mrs. J. D. Longyear of Lansing,
and
Mrs. Florence McCrea of DeriBom to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Albert
ver,
Colo,
are visitingat the home of
Bi*l*feldt,an eight pound girl at the
Mr.. Cox', mother Mr, G. J. vhn _ Wm. Varder Harttc.l po.tman 1. who wa. driving the b». w«.
thi. week.
Mr
and
Mrs.
W. H. Wing.
Holland hospital,July 14.
on Tuesday eveing. Dr. Paine has numerous
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HARRIOXQN
/asses at nearly

,

AWAY

NEWS

p*nB riv*

| L. cbardi And £«v. Tate, rector of
PASSES
AFTER
city markets
J GfcAce Epiaojpal church, officiating
$1.05
LINGERING
ILLNESS
"hiu No. i
internment took pbce in the fara, 1.10
S9 YEARS1 ily lot at Pilfrim Home cemetery. After an illness of tnsny months p •./**’ ret* N0’ 1 ”
.96
The surviving children are Mrs. A. that took an acute form the past few uorQ
31. 0U
J. Ward of Grand Haven, Mrs. E>la weeks, Mrs. H. J. Bouwkamp, aged qjj
..47.00
Another one of Hollaud'arespect* Ward and Henbert Harrigton of 55 year, passed away Tuesday at Cmked cnrn
32.00
Holland Hospital. Mrs.
Clr Kttti per lon ........ _ww
ed citiaena has passed away. E. J.j Holland.
32.00
had been taken to the hospiUl for a ^0. t Fe#d( per u,n .......... 31 00
Harrington,who would have been 81)' PALL
contemplated operation but her con- Bran ........................................
26.00
years of age, on Saturday,July 30
dl>lon
wu
found
more
uriou.
than
fiddling.
.....
.....
81.00
CHOSEN POE HARRINGhad
been
expected
and
the
operation
l#,lW
^r>de
FipUf
......
6y. 00
succumbed to old age and the grim
TON
SERVICES waa npt consummated.She was born Screenings*.'............... 34. ou
reaper stepped .In . .at UlilO
All arranfemeatsfor the funeral
in tbs Netherlandsbat had made her Scratch Feed without grit.. J. 49.00
Monday evening and cut 4own of the Hon. E. J. Harrington, HoU home in this city for many yean.
an ' old pioneer, .who .had land's former mayor have been made. The deceasedis survived by a hus- Scratch Feed with grit __________ 47.00
spent a very active, eventful and in
The active paD bearers consist of band and two daughters,Mrs. W. Dairy Feed 24‘A ....... '.....45.00
»n ry Feed 16%..; ......... 35.00
old frienda and neighbors. The
dustrious life.
Salles and Mn. H. Oelen, both of j Stock Feed

E. J.

ii

¥***

ELECTRIC RAILROAD

!

1

BXARE&S ARE

’

FUNERAL

Mr. Harrington withtothers boro

active pa]l

bearers

ami thp iHivon

Service is Huperior

Quicker vin tilwinc.

were

Messri.

Pork

omit flowers!
it

wbo are still living are Mil- lake region. Across the lake a‘ Chilard of Jackson and Wilbert of Fill- cago the mercury was hitting the

brothers

move.
’Miss Hannah Hoekje is at Bay
attending the Bay View Interdenominational School of Missions as
the repreaentativeof the Woman’s
Board of Domestic Mission) of the

View

Reformad church, frisa Hoekje

is

mark above the hot weather zone at
94 degrees. At Grand Rapids on
temperaturewent up to
96 degrees and at Detroit the mercury hit 94. At Duluth which has
a cool reputation, registered 82 dethis side the

grees.
Since Tuesday the temperaturehas

scheduled for three addressesat the

-

1.00

________________________________,io

Beef „

degrees.

the city, co-operating with the Ver-

•iwosao

Butter, creamery

^ Michigan Railway LineaJ

.42

...

Butter, dairy _______
Eggs
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.37
.26

father and son each
LOS* TWO FINGERS
Ten days ago James Van Dyke ot
the North Side had ‘he misfortuneof
having two fingers injured at the
North Side tannery so that they had
to be amputated, and Tuesday Mr.
Van Dyke’s son, Harold Van Dyke,
had a similar accident which necessitated amputation of two of his fingers. The elder Mr. Van Dyke has
since left the hospital but the younger man is still confined* there as a

COLUMBIA
RECORDS

FOR
AUGUST
ON SALE TO-DAY
Below a partical list of some

•-

WAIT UNTIL YOU SEE MY MADELINE -

from 'The Greenwich Villa*® Polliei."»VonTilser. T®nor
Solo. Urcheatra
Orcheitra Acrompi
JFrank Crurail
ALL BY MYSE1 P.-Berlin. Tenor Solo, Orchcaira
fit
Accom*

Accompaniment.

or . .

ZWEMER ’S*OOAL~
ENTERED;
WRITER TAKEN

paniment.

TAKESIN
WOLFE SHOW
-

i

'

_
Van end Schenck
DEAR. -Friend and Blyler, Tenorand BaritoneDaet. Orcheatra Accompaniment.Edward Furman and William Nath
A*341() PEA LEAVES. '•Whiiin*. Comadienna. OrcheitraAccomNora Bayet
85c. WYOMING. -'Williama. Comediene.Orcheitra AccompaniNora Bayea.
A-3417 SOMEBODY’SMOTHER.-Von Tilaer. Baritone and Tenor
Duet. Orcheitra Accompaniment
Geor|c Reardon and Frank Mellor
85c.
SIERRA SUNSET.-Edwarda.Baritone and Tenor Duet. Orcheitra Accompaniment.Gcor|e Reardon and Frank Mellor
A-3418 Si KUT MISS LIZZIE.—Cramrr and Layton. Comedienneand
Jazz
Mary Stafford and Her Jus Band

85c. OHI

paniment.

’

men,«
Band.

85c.

IF

YOU DON’T WANT ME SEND ME TO MY

Comedienne and Jazz Band. Mary

]

MA.- Smith

Stafford and Her

Jus Band

DANCE MUSIC

|

'

Prank Crumit

A*3412 AIN’T WE GOT FUN*-*WhiUn*.Cotntdiana.OrcheitraAc-

1

building.

of the hits.

POPULAR SONGS
MADELINE

A-3415

planke Co., has arranged k> get ico
OFFICE;
TYPEdistrict schools. This naturally was
from Flint The men will begin their
Saturday two races were held at regular ice routes on Wednesday.
in the days of the little red school
VirginiaPark. The first was a The open winter made it impossible • The report has gone out that the
house with its blue beech as the in- "bang and go back” affair. From a
for the company to harvest enough home of William Van Asselt was entered and $60 in money taken is instrument of discipline. He soon felt standing start the contestants start- ice for the summer supply.
ed at the VirginiaPark dock at a
correct. Burglars did ,enter the
that this was not his field of engun signal. Upon arriving about
restaurant but not the home of Mr.
deavor and he struck out into mer- three-fourths of the way to Jenison BIG CROWD*
Van Asse’.t and took $14 in money
THE
cantile business.In the early day he dock, a gun was fired, upon which
and $22 in one and two cent stamps,
signal all turned to port and raced
The cafe is located at 234 E. 8th-st.
owned a two masted schooner called
back to Virginia, upon arriving near- IS STAGED FOR THE WEEK AT and is also a siib-stationto the local
the Elmira. This sailingvessel did a
SEVENTEENTH STREET AND postofikein order that east enders
ly to this dock a gun signal was givthriving business from this port
HARRISON AVENUE
en again to turn; this performance
may be accommodatedwith stamps
trading in bark, lumber and staves.
was
kept up, and on the third trip
and postal cards without being comMr. Harrington years ago built a dock
back
the boats were allowed to come
Seldom
has
as
big
a
show
as
the
polled to go to the local federal
at the head of the bay at the foot of
across the Jine.
T.
A.
Wolfe’s
Superior
Shows
been
Fourth street upon which he erected
The contestantsfigured in this seen in Holland and seldom as deep . The burglars entered the restaura large warehouse. A large saw
race as follows: John Harding 1st; an interest been taken in any out- -ant through a rest room window remill was also built at that point but
John Vantierachefl2nd; Frank Hard- door amusement organization or .moving the screen.
both of these were burned years ago,
Burglars also entered the coal ofin fact at that time, Mr. Harrington ing 3rd; Edward Herpolsheimer 4th; event before as is now being taken in
John
Du
Mez
5th; Mr. Westvere 6th. kermeas^karnivalnow being offered flee of Henry P. Zwemer and Son on
experienceda period of hard luck as
The second was an ordinary race by the Wolfe organization at the East 8th street taking 33 cent* out!
besides the burning of his warehouse
and mill, his schooner Elmira went starting at Virginr* Park to Ottawa show grounds at Seventeenth street ot the till and lugging away a typedown in a storm off Pier Cove near Beach hotel, to Jesiek Boat licery, and Harrison avenue this week until writer worth $15. No clues to the
Saugatuck and the capUin always and return to Virginia, in which Jno! Saturday night Every night the big robberies have been found by the poclaimed that the money he had se- Knell was first; Jno Harding 2nd; J. lot is black with humanity and each lice up to this time.
cured for the cargo at Chicago was Du Mez 3rd, Caroline B. Herpol- afternoonsees a goodly crowd on the
IsYirF
sheimer 4th, Edward Herpolsheimer gaudy midway while during the noon
in the cabin when the ship floundered
5th and^John Vanderschel6th..
hour,
the
folks
from
the
nearby
facand was never recovered. Parts of
ON BAD
The next race will be started at tories take advantage of the occasion
the old Harringtondocks built 65
“The
worst slretch of road in
years ago are still visible at the slip Central Park on August 4th. This to take a whirl on the flying Jenny or
Michigan,” as it was often called by
date coming on Thursday will give to soar through the air on the Ferris
on 4th street.
motorists has been repaired and HolFor years' Mr. Harrington con- merchants of Holland and vicinity wheel or seaplanes. It is probably be- land will no longer have to be ashamducted a general store in the old a chance to see and participate. Ev- cause the show is different from the
*d of its entrance from the south on
Harrington block on Eighth street, erybody is welcome. The final race average outdoor amusement shows West Michigan Pike. A generous
near College. The town pump with will be on Labor day starting at Ot- which have been seen here in the past supply of screened gravel was hauled
a large white stone under the drip tawa beach. On this date the prizes for the Wolfe’s shows offer real enon to the W. Sixteenthstretch and
was also located there, and will be will be given out, a, large Silver tro- tertainment with a program of shows in a very shqrt time now it will be in
well remembered. Besides the city phy given by the Evinrude Motor Co. that are as clean and as wholesome as
good shape.
watering trough was also located and at least eighteen other prizes they are meritorious. Those who have
The road was partly under the jurthere. Besides being active in busi- given by the merchants of Holland visited. Coney Island, New York City,
isdiction
of the city and partly of
ness Mr. Harrington took a decided and resorts.
or White City, or, in fact any of the
the township. At the last meeting of
Late entries still have a chance at big nationalamusement resorts wifi
interest in politicsand especially in
the council it was announcedthat
municipalaffairs. He was three times the first prize because the races art. be reminded of these mammoth fun
money had been appropriatedby
run
for
points.
In
each
race
the
elected mayor on the Republican
institutionsan dthose of Holland ex- both the city and township for the refirst
gets
100
points,
the
second
95,
ticket. He first served in that capatract and who have witnessed the pair of the road, but as the days went
city in the years of 1872-74 and the 3rd 90, etc., the last twenty en- monster kermesses at Groningen or
by without action many people belater the republicanswere again tries get five' points each, and where at Haarlem and Amsterdam will be
came impatient and suggestedthat it
casting about for a winning candi- the boats are run under different carried back on menWries wings to
was again, a false alarpi. But the
date and chose Mr. Harrington for a conditions, such as the weather, the the scenes of their childhood and the
gravel is now down and the kicks
third time as the standard bearer and passengers carried, and the course happy hours of abandon spent on the
can now stop.
run
any
sort
of
boat
is
liable
to
win.
on that occasionhe served for one
pleasure trail at the big European
At
least
19
entries
will
win
prizes.
term numely 1892-1893. Mr. Harfairs for the show at 17th street and
ATTENTION, DOG OWNERS
rington :served as alderman of his
Harrison avenue, is nothing if not
The law provides that on or after
ward for several years and because
reminiscentof these gorgeous festithe
15th of June every unlicensed
of his being the mayor of Holland he
vals for here, there are shows, there
dog
is declared a public nuisance,
also was an ex-offlo member.^pfthe
is music and there is real fun. MinBEING
and the county treasurer shall immeBoard of Education which was one of
iature circusses,trained animal shows
diately list all such unlicensed* dogs
the stipulations provided for in the
That farmers now are little for the and circus side shows are only a few and deliver copies to the sheriffand
city’s charter of those days.
of the attractions,for the midway is
prosecutingattorney of Ottawa
In 1867 he alto acted at city at- flag waving type of agitator who
dotted with tents from each end to
once
inspired
to
guide
them
is
pointtorney to fill the vacancy caused by
county. On receiving from the couna pastor whose! name was J. M. ed out by R. J. Baldwin, director of the other and at each different tent ty treasurer the name of any owner
is some differentattraction.
Smith. The minister took a charge extensionat M. A. C. Instead they
of any unlicensed dog, the prosecutThe above is the T. A. Wolfe
elsewhere causing the vacancy. are demanding specialists, trained
ing attorneyshall at once commence
Mr. Harringtonalthough not both in technical agriculture and in troupe of genuine native Hawaiians the necessary proceedingsagainst
an attorney was a sharp bargainer modern business methods Salaries who are making a big hit at the Jcer- the owner of said dog as required by
for the city and had a fair knowl- today average between $2,800 and mess-kamival which is attracting big low. It shall also be the duty of the
edge of law. He was however suc- $3,000 a year, including the $1,200 crowds to the 17th street and Harri- sheriff to locate and kill or cause to
ceeded by Attorney Benj. Vaaper in contributedfrom the funds of the son avenue show grounds this week. be killed all dogs not having a license
the firing of *68. He also served as college. The highest paid agent now All of the members of the company This list has been given to the sherJustice of the peace In the early is said to receive a yearly salary of are finished musicians,ringers and iff and all those wishing to keep ‘heir
$4,500, though Clark L. Brody, up dsucers nnd all have appeared on the dogs can do so by paying for license
days.
In later years Mr. Harrington has to the, time of his appointment as big vaudeville and chautauqua cir- at the county treasuryimmediately.
taken a decided interest in Holland’s secretary of the Michigan State cuits all over the United States *ind If this is not done the sheriff will kill
resorts. He owned a large tract of Farm Bureau, was receiving$5,000 Canada. They are one of the prom- all dogs not having their 1921, licinent features of the T. A. Wolfe’s
land near what was called Harring- as agent of St. Clair county.
ense an dtheir owners will be prosIncreasein the nflmber of agricul- Sifrerior Shows and they were brot ecuted for violating the 1919 dog
ton’s landing directly east of Virginia Park and this propertyhe platted tural' agents is looked upon as anoth- to this country by Gene Nadreau, a law.
into resort lots. There was a ready er evidence of the spirit of co-oper- well known New York impressnrio.
Delbert Fortney, Sheriff.
sale for these choice location® and a atio among farmers. In most cases They appear at every performance ai
Fred T. Miles, ProsecutingAtt’y.
veritable resort city has sprung up where agents are employed the board the Hawaiian theater at the kamjval
around
Harrington of supervisors of the couty appropri- which will be here until Saturday

GRAVEL

AALAMAZOO

i

as

AT VIRGINIA PARK

!

.12

accident.

Grand Haven has been avoided

!

AOKSON
GETRorr
0 mLANl/

gr!and rapids

!

Tma

•

TOLEDO
LANSING

gone down gradually after the timely rain and this morning a‘ 7o ’clock
er in .two Bible hours.
the thermometer registered as low as
.Miss Hoekje wrote to Mrs. C. V. R.
result of his
#
66
iGilmore Wednesday that she is very
• James Van Dyke lost the first finpleasantly located at the Chautauqua
gers of his left hand and Harold Van
GRAND HAVEN TO GET ICE
Cottage with the dean of the Girls’
SUPPLY FROM FLINT Dyke lost the two middle fingers of
Work of the Conference.
The threatened ice famine , at his right hand.
^conference and she is to be the lead-

EXCITINGRACES HELD

BATTLE GREEK
ANN ARBOR

Holland. Tha^funeral will be held wiu.i. .ievd Meal
.43.00
Friday at 1:30 from ‘he home, 41 Gluten Feed ..............50.00
E. 12th street and at two o’clock Hog Feed ................. 36.00
from the Central Avenue Christian Hay, loose, ---------.......__________ 13.00
12.00
Reformed church, Rev. Mr. Einink Ray baled .............................
officiating.Friends are requestedto Stnw

freurm Handled To and

All Glasses ot

........ 30.00

While a young man he took up $ie honorary pall bearera.
One matter in the death of Mr. OTTAWA COUNTY IS COOLvocation of Teaching and ‘for a few
Harringtonmight be mentioned here,
years taught in one of the Fillmore
ER THAN ELSEWHERE
namely that George F. Harrington,
living south of Holland, preceded his
U. S. Weather Reports brought the
brother in death some eight weeks comforting fact to light that Ottawa
ago i* the age of 85 years. The county was cooler than most of the

'

10 CHERIE. Intro. "You’ll Gat Nothin! From Me,"

A -34

from

"The Right Girl/’-.BIbo-Wenrich -Medley Fox Trot
I’M NOBODY’S BABY. Intro. "SnuUle." Devil, Agar nad
Santley. Spencer.Medley Fox Trot.
81*.
*t. The Happy
“

85c.

A-3409

NEAR

^E.-Timberi and Fiahar. Foxtrot.

85c DREAM

OF

ME..- Hickman, Black and Jerome. Fox Trot.
Art Hickman’i Orcheitra

A-3413 WOULDYOUP-PLLSAY YOU WOULD! Intro. "Secret,
of Love. Sterling and McConnell. Peaae and Betacb>
Medley Fox
The Happy Six
85c.
WANDERING HOME. Intro. "On a Dreamy Night."-

Trot.

Cate and Steveni, -Smith. Medley Waltx.

DOWN

The MetropolitanDance Player..

STRETCH

MORE COUNTY
FARM AGENTS
HIRED

'•

De Vries & Dornbos
GOOD

The Home or

Furniture.

CHICMiO STEAMER
DAILY SERVICE
Lv.

FAST TIME

Holland

Arr.

Chicago

9:30

5:30

One 8*^ .00

Way

P.M.

A.M.

Plus

WarTax

Chicago
Arr. Holland

Lv.

10:45 P.M.
5:30 A.M.

Round Sr. 50 Plus

WarTax

Trip

DAYLIGHT TRIP EVERY SATURDAY

P.M.
*400
Lv.
J

Holland

Lv. Chicago-following Sunday

:45

Plus

1 War lax

Night-10:45P.M.

CHICAGO AND RETURN M-OOPlu*
low UTE fEELHD EXCDUMN
WarTax

^

OVERNIGHT FREIGHT SERVICE
To and from Chicago and

all

polnta went.

AUTOMOBILES CARRIED.
GRAHAM
Citz.

&

Phone 1081

•

MORTON TRANSPORTATION CO.
Bell

Phone

78.

J. A. Johnson, Gen.

Agt

Bond Salesman
for

Holland territory

An opportunity

for an enterprising

man to make a

valuable connection with an established house.
Please write, stating age and qualifications.Will

pay

expense to Muskegon for interview.

the old

cottage, the first

building to be

I

......

A. B. Bosman, R. N. De Merrell, B.
the hardships of pioneer days and D. Keppel, Frank 'White, W. A. Cobb
during those periods <xff ‘trial was a and A. D. Goodrich.
A very unicfue arrangement was the
potent factor in aiding to build up
fact that the present Mayor and ComHolland and its resorts.
mon council were selected as the

E. J. Harrington

FREIGHT

.

Bouwkamp

«

ates the necessaryfunds.

The

coi-

erected at that point on piack lake. lege is then asked to suggest candiThe funeral of Mr. Harrington dates and these are sent to the coun-

night.

diers of the newly organizedNational

The Red Arrow made famous by

Guard of Michigan including Co.

G

Holland. The authority for the use
took place on Thursday after- ty to appear before a special com- the 32nd division in France to which of the Red Arrow by the Michigan
noon at 2 o’clock from the old mittee. Whatever man is mutually the Michigan National Guard troops National guard has just been received
homesteadat 89 East 9th street, acceptable to everyone concerned is were attached, has (been designatedby the adjutantgeneral of Michigan
as the jnsignia for the younger. sol- from the war department. All comRev. G. B. Flemming, pastor jf M. appointed.
in,

John F. Bolger

&

Co.

STOCKS A BONDS
807 Union National Bank
I

Bldg.

Muskegon, Michigan

J

m

......

Holland Oi^y News
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NEW RESORT
COMING TO
THE FRONT

IS

FISHERMAN’S WIF
GETS SOME VERY

HEAVY DAMAGES

TESTS OF

RY

CHIEF VAN

HOLLAND FAIR TO
HOLLAND
PAY FOR TUBERCULIN

DISCOVERS BIG BREWERY IN TOWN

COWS

Mrs. Arrie Foppen of Grand Haven
who was

One of the newest

coming to the front

is

is

Oaklawn Park.

is

reached" by

road that leads to

the dye works and to the Landwehr

summer home. This

park was platted

several years ago and for
It

many

years

of the directors o* the Fair Associa-

the

application for

many

.bore.

tlon 11

I

The ruling pr.ctlc.lty e.t^ll.bc, 1 murh

right . precedent for

along.

^

^

of homes have been built there and

.uch

oak trees that cover the

w“ dec:

“Sale

,thut

came at

]

^

Jmes of

*11

,or

,

payment of compen-

al purposes.

tuberculosis, regardless of

'

not*

, He

18 entltled to a PTe*

-

to the

}
to

stantly being

w“

made and before long

it is expected that it will be a fine
private resort

DutchBoy WhiteLead.per 1 OOHwt.
Strictly Pure Linseed Oil per

of the last places

,,
be

along the north shore to bebome set-

^
was

'»

• '»rge and deep

one and there the officersfound

ihou“ ^
^en TJe

summer population.Time
was not so many years ago when Several miles outside of the
the
there were large areas along that Arrie Foppen was missed by the °f tubeixulos.s in cattle to that in
tiio tufr Th»r» «<!« rnnsiH. humans for 20 years and has learned
shore which were practically wild.
erable
swell
running and some dis- lbat
tbe Klini Kna bone toBut the places have rapidly been tak(,Bx, it.— berculosis in humans is due to inen up by persons who like to have tance astern an empty fish box
quiet and peace during their summer seen floating.The tug turned and
tuberculosis or
rest, and the time will not be far dis- searchedthe lake within a radius of »

tled by a

r»6

„

*

.

...

was
,lungs.
^

, T, ...

r

STRENGTH and STANDING.

.

your while to insure with a dependable Agency.
You are working three times harder for

M

“n(!f

several shelves.

Each

i

f

shelf had

everything.

consignment of bottle, filled telling
when the beer was made and thus asthg time when jt wmld be

....... j

v ,

.

,

.

Insurance is three times as necessary.

Now, more than ever, you feel the need of
anlnsuranceAgencyof KNOWN STRENGTH

.

aged enough »»d would be ready to
the
drink. Some of the beer dated back
tant when the north side of the bay several miles, without finding any
Direct benefit of tuberculin testing from the latter part of May.
will be populatedabout as thickly as trace of the missing member of the
would come both to the producers The officersloaded the liquor and
crew. % ,
the south side now is.
and .consumers. To the producers paraphernalia upon a large truck and
While no one on board the tug acThe north side of the course differs
becpu?e if the herd is tested and carted it to the city hall, where it is
tually saw Arrie Foppen go overquite radically from the south, in bcarff, it was the belief of those on found clean the held is worth more on exhibition in the anti-rooiji at the
and if a reactor is found it can be police headquarters, f anyone is in
that it is more heavily wooded. What beard that he had fallen into the
killed and eliminatethe danger to doubt as to whether the stuff is fertrees there are along the south aide water when the fish box went overothers being infected. To the con- mented or not, a whiff” from the
are chiefly fruit trees and other board. No trace of his body has ever
sumer because of the protection to chief’s office will set his mind at
trees that have been planted there, been found.
girowing children from tubercular.rest.
while along the north side the forests
The owners of the tug Alice carinfection. Childrenare^very suscep- While transporting the liquor the
that cover the shore of the lake are ried compensation insurance in the
tible to infection.Clean milk is the corks .began to pop from some of the
virgin. But this fact has its charm Travelers’ Insurance Co. and applibest health food for
many' bottles because of the shakeup
for many people because it makes for cation was made for compensation
Eradicationof tuberculosis in cat- these received.The popping was rtill
for the widow under the state workgreater quiet.
tie herds * is cheep health insurance going on in police headquartersand
ingmen ’s law. ^c question went to
in M
en- while Offeir Steketee was taking one
DIES WHEN
'
the state industrial accident board ____
___
gaged
in stamping out the scourge from the truck the bottle exploded
BY THE HEAT and now announcement was made
and Ottawa county is consider-and cut the officer’s hand severely,
that compensation had been awarded
ing the matter. No time should
Garbrecht had little to say when
Overcome by the heat F. A. Ensing to the widow in the apiount of $14
lost in putting the test across and Van Ry “quitted’ ’ thim. He said
a retired farmer of Hudsonville, died oer week for a period of 300 weeks.
the Holland Fair Ass’n is pointing however, that he was followingthe
Friday afternoon at the age of 68
out the way. SecretaryArendshorstt ruling made by Attorney General
years. He leaves a wife, to daugh‘states that the state charges $15.00 Palmer, serving under Wilson’s adters, three sons and two sisters, Mrs. NEIGHBORS STAGE A
1 for the testing of a herd of cows.
ministration and that he was making
D. von Sytiama of Zeeland and Mrs.
PLEASANT SURPRISE
the beer for his own use.
GRAND RAPIDS COUPLE
H. R. Stroeve of Montello Park.
ASK $50,000 BALM FOR
Funeral services will be held on
On Thursday evening sixty-eight
“EGGING” OF WIFE
Tuesday afternoon at 1 :30 at the neighborsincluding children, gatherCROP IN
home and 2:30 at the Sutphen ed on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs.. Bert
Roy J. Bennett and Nina D. BenTHIS VlUiillTY
church.
Dekker, 268 W. 10th street. This
nett of 956 Adams st., SE., Gr*nd
Zeeland and Saugatuck have come gatheringwas planned as a surprise
la A
Rapids tsve begun suit in circuit
down to sprinkling hours; so why on Mr. and Mrs. A. Fairbanks and it
court against Henry Flesser, John
should we care?
proved to be a successful surprise. ! Brown> Jacob HildebrandiElizabeth Farmers iff the vicinity of Hollanu

STANDING.

and

The McBride Ir turarce Agency has served
you without fail for nearly fifty years.
During all these years, this Agency has provided you with insurance coverage of all
kinds, fire, iabiliiy, casualty, automobile;

and furnished yt tr berds.
A READINESS TO SERVE YOU
THE ABILITY TO SERVE YOU

THE RESOURCES TO SERVE

Yuli
McBride Agency the *tronge»t,largeat oh well an |he oldenf IiiHtirunce Agency here.
AFTERTHOUO T: Our Tel. No. i» Cit/.. 1447.

Have mode

children.

^

OVERCOME

is worth

It

air tight closet with

5jr

Holland. Mich.

East 8th St.

a

caps and several large jars, pots apd

”lati<>n
^
aUo found an

harbor

.00

1

^

eradicate

of

fishing tug Alice, in command
Capt. Peter Fase, one of her owners. court

gal.

BERT SLAGH & SON,

.

.

...Toui0

^

1

2.35
3.50

SPECIAL LOW PXICES ON WALL PAPER.

therefore got out the warrant

On March 12 of this year Arrie ' try wid« testing of cattle ^
gQ^ounds of
Foppen, a well known fisherman,^"0818 on *nd
”
went out into Lake Michigan in the dor8ed
ihe •xecutlv' committee malt, 3 pounds of patent brew, six
line of every day duty on board the of the 0ttawa County Farm Bureau packages of Ideal hop*/ 300 metal
,

Oaklawn is one

“ “

under the new federal law and de-

in this mat-

time a favorite place for swimming occurred aeveral mile, out from P®rt' Holland Pair Ass ’n
the problem proved a question, which
purposes.Improvements are con-

Oil.

$3.45

per gal.

IndianalndestructablePaint

or must be handled under marine The Ottawa county farm agent, manded admission. The search led to
now and has been for a long jurisdiction.Because the drowning Mr. Milham is cooperatingwith the
. .

it is

Lead and

Monarch 100X Pure Paint

Garbrecht home for fratern-

it

for

going on.

'

Van Ry immediatelyattribut-

hibited that has been properly tested

NOW

the

day and night.
Chief

is

Special Low Prices on Paints.
Varnishes, Brushes, White

hibits but to *l,° 1>,y to

ite fishingresort for local fishermen,

'

d not ,lone to

hi*h,r

apace. It has for years been a favor- whether the matter came rfthin the whcther the cow
range of the state compensation law, mium orf
and

Our Annual July Paint

ed the unusually large amount of
cscb ,”™er
one dollar a head for each cow ex- company to other reasons than a vis-

When the

named because of sation to the widow in this case wss

is well

* ‘“berenlin t«tcd

A™""*.

containedby a single house. But on accidents of similar nature which

new ones are being added

U

laws are very strict of Ltnel Van iiy and u nicer bteketee
armed with search warrant went to
ed comp.ns.tionby the Michigan l,te r*Utive t0 n,Uk- No milk ma>’
the home of Wms GarOrecht, 140
Industrial Accident Board, which' di<- ^ “h* ,ro.m C0W! h‘vin* tubereuh
Fairbanks avenue on the supposition
pose, of claim, tinder the «Ut< work- ‘il' ,nd "*ny 'O'" b,ve h"'' killed
that liquor waa being brewed in the
ingmen-e compensation act. The d. in order th*‘ '),,k,lch,*lth m,y b*
neighborhood. Neighbors had made
cision of the Industrial Accident 5a^eKuar^et^
complaintthat many men were visitboard ha. been awaited with no mn.ll ,ob'’
°f ‘bt
ing the place more than seemed neb
degree of interestbecause of the im- Ho,'*nd ,,ir 15 t,lkin|! *
ln the
portant bearing whiqh it may have
direClion' At a recent meeting
*» ordinary viaitors.It i. «id

during the past two years a number may occur .Ion* the

Oaklawn

July PAINT SALE.

fit cow these

one. The

rapidly ing tug off that port has been award-

aide directly across the bay from

little

one

There is only

widow when hex hus-

iittiurday nigot at lu:oU o’clock

This park is situatedon the north

Montello Park, and

left a

resorts in the band waa lort overboard from a flab- d*y* ,n(i th,t

vicinity of Holland that

way of the

'

tit*

River Ave., Cor. Sth

St.

Bell 80.

McBride Insurance Agency.

^

be

r

>
FRIENDSHIP, A DOG,

.

POTATO

‘

*

.

FAILURE

Mr. and Mrs. Dekker

manyprizes'wonat

showed that

the early potato crop

in

‘

.

fore returinghome
;

Nina

j

for the late potato crop are not very

on

!

I

able as a

ca*led upon for a speech, to (jefenjants broke into their room, July> but this year there were no
which he responded by thanking his seized' Mrs# Bennett, stood her up early potatoes to be had here on that

W2S

the prizes and prize winners follow ! neighborsfor giving them the pleasant surprise. The neighborsthe gave
below:

1h
'

.

the wall and threw egga at date. Even now, two weeks after
maltreated
....
•

otw^e
her. .
"^worna* ^tinned fled to thC

^

d

•

since.

_

__

......

- “The
. -

.

.

Simple Things

subject

,son, winner.

of

Life,” Mr. P. Goshorn and his as100 yard dash, garters donated by sistantwere also present. These men
Russell Rutgers, won by Rue Burch. are government soil inspectors and
Tug of War, Pound of candy, do- are camping in a woods north of the
nated by J. E. Kardux, team of Rue bay. They are inspecting land north
Burch, Capt.
of Holland making a survey and will
Potato Race, Handkerchiefs, do- iater send out bulletins telling what
nated by Niel Van Dyke, won by Rus- j this soil is best adopted for. Mr.
sell
| Goshan told the Boosters Club about
Free for all, 100 yards and return, these things and many facts were
jar of candy, donated by J. E. Kar- very interesting.
;

Rutgers. ’

dux,

won by

B. E. Shutt, wo acquired it a year
ago having just disposed of it to R.
L. Pfeiffer and Walter Barnes, hotel men of San Antonio, Tex.
Mr. Rickmm, the man who built
this beautiful hotel was also the contractor who built and furnishedthe
city hall for Holland for less than
$60,000. It is said that between the
two contracts, the contractor went
.

Russell Rutgers.

P an s cam'-

up

.

it*

j

make

them grow.
more true of late poJune. These po
tatoes came up above ground, grew a
few inches high and then stopped
growing. There are farmers in
this vicinity who have ploughed under large fields of potatoesbecause
is still

tatoes planted in

WPT
Aim
ZEELAND

not a 8ingle potato was t0 be exp€ct’
Wheelbarrow Race, Pr. of TWO HORSES BURNED
,
IN
ed from the crop, the seed having
IN
FRUITPORT
FIRE
Sox, donated by Peter Van Ark, winThe Colonial Mission Feast will rotted away. There was not enough
LAST SATURDAY
ners Al Van Lente, winner, running
be held at Zeeland on the afternoon vitality in this crop to make the
Fire of unknown origin destroyed
100 yards for prize.
and evening of August 4. The after- plants even blossom,
the
bam on the farm of George noon program will begin at 2:15
An elaboratespread followed the
reasonably tfool
Loosemore in Fruitportat about 9
sport events. __
the evening program at 7:30, botn weather has returned,some expert
o’clock last Saturday night. Two
fast time. A canteen will be con- potato growers,,announce that there
CULL POULTRY NOW; OTTAWA 'good horses in the bam were burned
COUNTY AGENT WILL ASSIST to death. Fruitport people were or- ducted on the grounds, the proceeds jg gtifl time to secure a late crop,
to be given to missions.The follow- provided the potatoes are planted impmized into a tackot brisade and by
mediately. With favorable fall
Because only a few poultrymen ^ard work saved the home frorrt goAf^rwon — Rev. W. J. Van Kef- weather,a good crop may be expectand fanners will be able to -' attend' ( jnjr
flumes. Mr. Loosemore’s
sen, Chairman of the Day; singing, ed# But it is expected that not many
*he poultry demonstrationswith E. ]oss |8 partically covered1 by insur;n rhirco of Prof. J. R. Nykerk; farmers will try it out, and the poC. Foreman, county agent Milham
east ui
of
C,.
..... ..... aTlce<
ancet The
ne Loosemore
loosemore home
nora« eaw.
.
Tim
. , . .

FEAST

Human

__

for his

The

^

foreman,

.
.

.

-Ill arrange demonstrationsin -e-

i

x

!

ft.

vita*

.f Pr.Bp.rt .bout

. ,

— .,.
^T*”*”*

PmeS

etlUn

t0

on the job

public -

are the one

XT

Harper.

ALL

the

Weukazoo. •
A

YOU

Company.

we are striving to please. And we

are happy, because we know we can do
think, we’ve done

it

five

thousand times.

We

all

our

homes. We’ve

one hundred and

want our friends

it.

Just

seventy-

"

'

to like

be cheerful.

We

keep ourselves

^

don’t have

.

don’t want

like

is

>

work hard to

to

and our homes

this

way.

We

to.

Holland Furnaces Make

is

and to

ginger. And of course, our homes must

full of

there

us,

got to be clear-headed,and

•

no heatiilg

easier to operate.

i

and

Warm

Friends and

ventilating system th a

__

____

]

HOLLANU FURNACE
General Offices

^’ne"^

master

your friends and YOU - are the

*

Dr. M. J. Cook expects to attend
.Ucker hone and they ran be sorted m0„, arc weli known old resident,!
the State -Dental convention to be
out easily. The -county agent i? there.
J offering.Evening: singing; address, held in Muskegon next week,
competent to cull chickens and his
visiting
her
r*’'' Sanvifi M. Zwemer; , offering; Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Mersen of New
Mrs. N. Hofsteen is
services are free to everyone who will
in
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Fred Zylman, No. 162.
Leonard De Vries fired the shot which
ployees at t minimum cost The exDuMas Bros., value up to $28 periment was a marked success, and
started them off. It proved bo be a
.Siwl*"’"'
— Girls Under 14 — Bast Coat at since that time the corporationhas
pretty race with a half dozen riders
Now Therefore,by virtue of atMotorv
practicallytogether for the first mile.
— Boys Under 14 — Prise, Bast Suit bought much more land and built •utnority in auch cue made end provided
When near Motello Park Van Ingen
*
for tale aaid above Merited
in Batar's store, value up to many more cottage-.
«r »-d«.T tli
rode in between Oonk and Schippers Vivian Markwhier, No. 62. s
Why would not this enterprise pro high eat bidder at the ofttoea
of the HunartA*
Pur. Im
ouparior
WttL
who were leading.Their handle bars
moted by other manufacturing plarits I*ur. Ice ft Machine Oo In the
$18.00.
Hoiland and tttata of Michigaaat ten o'elock L
struck and the three were thrown off
be
successful
anywhere.
It
answers
Donald Romeyn, No. 9. Drew boys
ij l°th day of A-gurt A. D. 1981.
their wheels, but all were fortunately
the question qf furnishinga home Dlekam^KE a i" ^ 4 Machine Oo.
prize last year also.
uninjured
as nothing more serious
UnT^ K^?n k
Attorneye,
.......
Only those who have bean in the for the factory man. It is much
•ddr,Wl 1Ioll*ad.Michigan
cheaper for the employee, as a cor- J.I, A.
poration is able to build much more
NS. 8999— K,
their heel, in . minute but not before ! ’
7*”
economicallythan is the individual.
.on'lSriS'&Liajf1
VerHoef had gone by and taken
And, as for the employer — the Goodevun
lead. Oonk and Schippers however F h P‘""1’ 2:30 P- M'~Uu1'
year Tire Company has discovered
graduallyovercome Ver Hoefs lead
GlrU und#r 8» «on<lur*.ed that the people living in Goodyear
and l^oth passed him when within a
by I d Moore,
Heights are far more contented and
a quarter of a mile of the finish. ! Indoor Base Ball Gama, Cutting efficient in their work, after owning
Oonk taking first, Schipper 2nd and
Room v«. Yannigatu, 3:30
a home in an attractive environment.
Ver Hoef, 3rd.
M.; Prise, $10 in gold.
A home, as James Whitcomb Rilei "^^^f^d'd^J^Ve’
nmairAa u
preunt their
th..ir -1.1
__
__ T-. required
ta
preunt
daima
- —
About a half hour after the finish
expresses it, with
Cutting Room, Score 6-7.
of the bicycle race the sports pro“Jes’ the whole sky overhead,
Leonard De Vriet, Starter.
gram was resumed and the couple of
And the whole airth underneath—
Tien Marcus, T. P. Me Carthy and
thousand people who were present
Sorto’ so V •win kin breathe
Ed Cote, Judges.
were highly entertained by the varLike e ort,’’
Jufy S. A. F) 1021
ious contests and by the American
blessed with gardens, sunshine,and
JAMES J. DIANHOF,
BUILDING
Legion band which furnished music
children; that is the kind of
Ul a se
.
of Probate
during the day. Comments were
ESSAY WINNING 3RD
questeredspot which human
___ __
heard on all sides relative to the
yearn for. If the employers,
emnlovers. emnlovoo
Expiraa
_____
July
, 2j _ 0003

road

into Jenison Park. The bicycle

Piles'or

primarily to

Fage Seven

.treim l.-Ud, Emplo,... 12 Pi.«. Wor,

familie. and friend, began to

JOHN DE

m

cor

Again this year th« w^athef man unknown,
furnished ideal weather for the Shoe
factory picnic and shortly after 8 DRAWING
oclock the shoemakers with their

Heilth Tilk No. 21
By

..

Cutting Koora won, 2 rainrlO sec. | that the city of Akron, 0., could not from the 8th d«y of July, A. D. iMl, h»T«
own •loweu for ireUitor# to preaent their
— diikitcu ilAdiea, free to, accommodatethe entire number.
cWmt ifSfBit’Mta terifecito .aid court
Alma Kovrtgeupkeep of
US
The corporation was puzzled as to
of examination anti adjifatment.and that all
AjIj hnxe, keep the chicken.
the solutionof the problem which creditoraof aaid dcceMad *ra required w
Eight chickens were freed winners the situation offered. Finally, some- praaent their ciaime to aaid eourt, si the

*
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PAGE SIX

NEW RESORT

HEAVY DAMAGED

THE FRONT

•Mrs. Arrie

who was

One of the newest

resorts in the

vicinity of Holland

that is

coming to the front

is

HOLLAND FAIR TO
PAY FOR TUBERCULIN

GETS SOME VERY

COMING TO

IS

Holland City News

*
FISHERMAN’S WIFE

CHIEF VAN

RY

DISCOVERS BIG BREWERY IN TOWN

TESTS OF OOWS

Foppen of Grand Haven

widow when

left a

hua-

her

There

is

only one

fit

Jih PAINT SALE

cow ^ese
omufuay

band was lost overboard from a fish- <*ays ani* ^at *s a tuberculin tested

mgm

at iu:ou

o clock

laws are very rtrict of uniei Van ity and Umcer bteketee
the Michigan late re*ative
No milk may armed with search warrant went to

rapidly

ing tug off that port has been award-

one: The

to

Oaklawn Park. ed compensationby
This park is situated on the north Industrial Accident Board, which dis- 80^d *rom
tuberculo the home
Uarbrecht, 140
side directly across the bay from poses of claims under the State work- 8is and many cows have been killed Fiipbink* avenue on the supposition
Montello Park, and is reached by ingmen’s compensation act. The de- ’n order that public health may be that liquor was being brewed in the

way

of the little road that leads to

the

cision of

summer home.

many

years

•

portant
----- bearing whi^h it
1
•

containedby a single house. But

it

#

small John Arendhor®t,secretary

This park was platted degree of interestbecause of the im-

several yo&rs ago and for

1

^°"and

of the complaintthat many men were

At a recent --meeting cessary

as ordinary
It is said
' visitors.
---“

accidents of similar nature which °f tJle director8 °f the Fair Associa- that they

came at

all J|mes of the

shore.

Oaklawn

application for

named because of

is well

many oak

the

*

aation to the

trees that cover the

now and has been for a long

time a favorite place for swimming

purposes.Improvementsare
stantly being
it is

con-

seuuea.

made and before long

expected that

it will

be a

in this case was

range of the state compensation law,
or must be handled under marine
jurisdiction.Because the drowning
occurred several miles out from port,
the problem proved a question, which
everyone concerned was anxious to
ve setttled.
have
On (March 12 of this year Arrie
Foppen, a well known fisherman,
went out into lake Michigan in the

ite fishing resort for local fishermen,
it is

widow

fine

private resort.

'

Oaklawn is one

hibiled that has been properly te.ted

it

for

al purposes.

tuberculosis, regardless of

made the qbestionwas raised as to
whether the matter came within the whether the cow

space. It has for years been a favor-

and

one dollar a head for each cow ex- company to other reasons than a

payment of compen

of the last places

mr

i. entitled to .

'

Monarck 100? Pure Paint

therefore got out the warrant

^

Holland Fair

and

will

do

all in his

try w'de testing of cattle to

BERT SLAGH & SON,

one and there the

coun-

veritab,e ----brewery
•'

HO East 8th 8t.

officers found a

with

540

summer population. Time
was not so many years ago when
there were large areas along that
shore which were practically wild.

tubt,rcu,osi8'8 £0»n£ on and was en- brew ready to bottle, 20 pounds of
dor8rd by the executive committee malt, 3 pounds of patent brew, six

the

at

STRENGTH and STANDING,

,

is worth your while to insure with a dependable Agency.
You are working three times harder fer
It

dis- ^"c

But the places have rapidly been taklike to have
quiet and peace during their summer
rest, and the time will not be far dis- searched the lake within a radius of a ,ar:re proportionof tuberculosis oi aged enough and would be ready to
tant when the north side of the bay several miles, without finding any *be
drink. Some of the beer dated back
will be populatedabout as thickly as trace of the mining member of the Direct benefit of tuberculin testing from the latter part of May.
wou!d c°me both to the producers The officers loaded the liquor and
the south side now is.

everything.

‘

en up by persons who

The north side of the course
quite radically

Insurance is three times as necessary.

Now, more than ever, >ou feel the need of
anlnsuranceAgencyof KNOWN STRENG1 H

lungs.

crew.

you without

tually

from the south, in

During

was the belief of those on found c,oan the hcld is worth more on exhibition in the anti-rooiji at the
that it is more heavily wooded. What beard that he had fallen into the nnd a rr'a?tor f°uml it can be police headquarters, f anyone is in
trees there are along the south side water when the fish box went over- ki!Ic',,and ^minate the danger to doubt as to whether the stuff is ferare chiefly fruit trees and other board. No trace of his body has ever othpr; b(Mnfr infectrd- To the con- mentod or not, a whiff” from the
trees that have been planted there, been found.
sumer because of the protectionto chiefs office will set his mind at
while along the north side the forests
The owners of the tug Alice car "'•owing children from tubercular rest.
board-, it

many

people because it makes for cation was

greater quiet.

for the

made for compensation
widow under the state work-

Agency has proall

Ilavo nifi(!<> lln- Me-' rid*- Acrncv flu* Ntron£<-i>i,Inrgn h well on th** oIiIi-hi luHiirutirt*Agi-iuy hero.
AFTEKTHOKO T: Our Tel. No. is Cif/.. 1447.
Hiver Ave.. Co . Slli
Hell 90.

eat

children.

ingmen's law. The question went to
DIES WHEN OVERCOME
the state industrial accident board
BY THE HEAT and now announcement was made
that compensationhad been awarded
Overcome by the heat F. A. Ensing to the widow in the amount of $14
a retired farmer of Hudsonville, died ner week for a period of 300 weeks.
Friday afternoon at the age of 68
years. He leaves a wife, to daughters, three sons and two sisters, Mrs.
D. von Sytzama of Zeeland and Mrs.
ministration and that he was making
sukp^e f"
•' •
•'
H. R. Stroeve of Montello Park.
the beer for his own use.
GRAND RAPIDS COUPLE
Funeral services will be held on
ASK $50,000 BALM FOR
On Thursday evening sixty-eight
Tuesday afternoon at :30 at the
“EGGING” OF WIFE
neighborsincluding children, gatherhome and 2:30 at the Sutphen
okup in
ed on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs.. Bert
Roy J. Bennett and Nina D. Benchurch.
Dekker, 268 W. 10th street. This
TttiS VijiiUTY
Zeeland and Saugatuck have come
nett of 1>56 Adams st., SE., Gr^nd
gatheringwas planned as a surprise
ia a
down to sprinkling hours; so why
Rapids hive begun suit in circuit
on Mr. and Mrs. A. Fairbanks -and it
should we care?
court against Henry Flesser,
proved to be a successful surprise.
Brown, Jacob Hildebrand,Elizabeth Farmers iif the vicinity of Hollana
Mr. and Mrs. Dekker showed that
PRIZES
Goodman,
John Hildebrand,Margar- report that the early potato crop m
they were ready for the occasionby
, pMcl.:uly
BIBLE CLASS PICNIC laving some well prepared games in et Hillebran,! and J. A Lippert, indi- thi3 8etlion of
vidu.ily and collectivelyfor-$50,0U0
j which every member of the party
damages for al.egej assault upon a total failure and that the prospect.
The young men's bible c:sss of the joined with real enthusiasm. This with
Nina Bennett.
for the late potato crop are not very
Third Reformed church taught by a liberal supply of ice cream ad c:ik«
Thn declaration al'eged that on good either. Normally the early poPeter Notier enjoyed a picnic at Kar made a very successful evening. BeJune 3, when Mr. and Mrs. Bennett
dean Beach Friday night, at least 40 ; fore returinr home- Mr. Fairbanks
tato crop is harvestedabout the 4th
wo’-e visiting in Burnips Corners, the
members participating in the enjoya- "’as called upon for a speech, to
defendantsbroke into their room, July, but this year there were no
ble affair. The program of sports, which he responded by thanking his
seized Mrs. Bennett, stood her up early potatoes to be had h:re on that
the prizes and prize winners follow' neighborsfor giving them the pleaseg-iinrt the wa'l and threw eggs at date. Even now, two" wce^ after
ant surprise. The neighborsthe gave
her end otherwise maltreated her.
Bast-ball frame, prize watermellon, | Wn a vote of thanks for the splendid Th[. wom3n mertiD1H,dflcd t0 the fourth, it is practically impost,!-

nearly fifty years.

fail for

these years, ihis

kinds, fire, iabiliiy, casualty, automobile;
and furnished y< ir berds.
A HEADINESS :m SERVE YCI*'
THE ABII.rn TO SKHVK YOU
THE RKSOUHCI s To SKHVK Yol!

many bottles because of the shakeup
Eradicationof tuberculosis in cat- these received. The popping was still
tie herds is chorp health insurance going on in police headquartersand
Other countites in Michigan are en- while OfficerSteketee was taking one
irnged in stamping out the scourge from the truck the bottle exploded
and Ottawa county is consider-and cut the officer’s hand severely,
ing the matter. No time should
Garbreeht had little to say when
lost n putting the test across and Van Ry “quizxed” *im. He said
the Holland Fair Ass’n is pointing however, that he was following the
out the way. SecretaryArendshorst , ruiinf? made by Attorney General
states that the state charges $15.00 paimer> serving under Wilson’s adbe^t health food for

all

vided you with irsurance coverage of

that cover the shore of the lake are ried compensation insurance in the infection. Childrenare very suscep- While transporting the liquor the
virgin. But this fact has its charm Travelers’Insurance Co. and appli- tible to infection.Clean milk is the corks began to pop from some of the
for

STANDING.

and

The McBride Irjurarce Agency has served

While no one on board the tug ac- 'ind consumers. To the producers paraphernalia upon a large truck and
saw Arrie Foppen go over- becruce :f the herd is tested and carted it to the city hall, where it is

differs

Holland, Miohr

pints

thc 0tta';a County Farm Bureau packages of Ideal hops, 300 metal
re?ular meeting held at
Capt. Peter Fase, one of her owners. court house recently. The govern- - faps and Revora, ,an?p iar*- Pots and
Several miles outside of the harbor mont bas been studying the relationkettles. The chief and Mr. Steketee
Arrie Foppen was missed by the of tuberculosis in cattle to that in also found an air tight closet with
crew of the tug. There was consid- humans for 20 years and has learned several shelves. Each shelf had a
erable swell running and some
the gland and bone tu- consignment of bottles filled telling
tance astern an empty fish box was berculosis in humans is due to in- when the beer was made and thus asseen floating. The tug turned and fections from cow’s milk. So also is suring the time when it would be

tled by a

.00

eradicate beer and thirty gallons of

the

line of every day duty on board
fishing tug Alice, in command of

along the north shore to betome set-

1

new

Assn in this mat-

power to
foster
Even now a counwavs* this
who cause.
iousc. oven
ter

Un<i'!r

2.35
3.50

SPECIAL LOW PRICES ON WALL PAPER.

fe(*erallaw and deThe Ottawa county farm agent, mended admission. The search led to
Mr. Milham is cooperatingwith
led 10
the cellar which is a large and deep
i

1

gal.

Strictly Pure -Linseed Oil per

n<>t the

°r

“ “

DutchBoy WhiteLead.per 1 OOHwt.

vis-

Oil.

$3.45

per ga).

IndianalndestruclablePaint

to the Garbreeht home for fratern

pre-j He

going on.

Lead and

»

during the past two years a number may pccur along the
t'on ^ was dec d not a'one to pay day and night.
of homes have been built there and
The ruling practically establishes much hi?her Premium9 for cattle ex- Chie* Van Ry immediatelyattributnew ones are being added right a precedent for such oases. When the hibits but to a,so pay to each farmer ed the unusually large amount of

along.

NOW

is

Special Low Prices on Paints.
Varnishes, Brushes, While

visit-

more than seemed ne*

^a‘r 's taking a step in the ing the place

right dlrection'
may have
nave

ISale

neighborhood. Neighfrers had made

Industrial Accident safeKuarded-

the dye works and to the Landwehr board has been awaited with no

Our Annual July Paint

°*

cows

Si.

McBride L.surance Agency.

be

NE,CHB0RSShAt

'

^

—

^

-

FRIENDSHIP, A DOG,

1

potato

John

-

-

WON AT

MANY

FAILURE

A FURNACE.

-

1

^

Singlenessof

able as a

Dekker.

•

won

i

TO

BOOSTERS

BUY BATHING SITE

prize,

**

oi*

i

1*1

Jl£
•

‘

.

'

The

on thc job

for his

master

ALL

the

*

|

%

W

,

______
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OTTAWA

Holland Furnace

WILrfHOLD
FEAST

Company.

are happy, because we know we can do
think, we’ve

S

m 1

«

of the

your friends and YOU - are the

are the one we are striving to please.

done

thousand times.

We

all

our

homes. We’ve

want our friends

ginger. And

he cheerful.

!

We

keep ourselves

tw
ZEELAND

!

one hundred and

it

five

full of

don’t have

YOU

And we

.
is

seventy-

and to

us,

.
of course,

want

our
to

and our homes

there is no heating

it. .Just

like

got to he clear-headed, and

don’t

to.

.

to like

Holland Furnaces Make

and Now that

and

homes must

work hard to
this

Warm

way.

We

Friends and

ventilating system

tha

I

easier to operate.

j

.
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Because only a few poultrynieji
.Rv*| tbe-homc from R0. mg programs, will be gimiT
....... ^nwdmtdy.WWi -faybraWe ' OT1
and farmers will bauble to attend jnp. Up jn fta^eg Loosemore’s
, .
; W
Va? ^cr' weather,tv good crop may be expectthe poujtry demonstpqtionswith E. ]ogs }s pertically covered by insur-;sen-, Chairman of the Day; singing, pd; But it is expected that not many
qf Prof. J. B. Nykerjc; farmerR will try it out, and the poC. Ftprcman, coenty agent Milham a^ce. The T.oosemoro- home east of
will arrange demonstrations in *ec<4 the yfflageofPmitnort about a half ! 'cn*>tuT® ^vmer-Th^ Prcsi, tato prop {s plmost CPrtain to be
ti-ns rot reached before. The spell R mile is onc of the prettiest farm
Holland linkage, the Rhort thjs year.
of hot
hot weather is snowing
up
tm.
homes
in
that
RPCtion
and
the.
M-royK
showing
th*
section
Loose- PV
Mo°rdyk of
nf aramn;
Arab,a ? music,
slacker hens and they can be sorted morp.g arp wejj knoW71 old residents
th^Stot
tl
^
......

......

’

^

Loose^

his — —

p

-

music,
-^
^St

will

ville.

Harper.

^

t^ 1

J offering.Evening: singing; address, held in Muskegon next week,
Mrs. N. Hofsteen is visiting her r'’\ Rnipuel M. Zworper; offering; Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Merseh of New
request them, A postcardwill bring hfother, John Farma," in -Green- w'usic, quartet; address, “Indian York are stopping at their cottage at
Work, Rev. Richard
Wcuknzoo.
the agent to your house
.

depend-

According to local farmers, the

running
prize.

competent to cull chickens and

is

public -

master

ity.

KALAMAZOO

w

i i

win-

services are free to everyone who.

as

time.

Capt.

.

it

Holland Furnace Com-

ter since.

HOTEL IN
CHANGES HANDS AGAIN

Munson.

Rutgers.

eace that makes

the design

,

winner.

.

to

watch-dog. Oi’ I lome-Boy is syml/olic

pany. He

donated by J. E. Kardux, The Boosters Club of the North
seed potatoes i.ten ’v co -ktd in
The Richman hotel at Kalamazoo,
by Ed
Side held a meeting Friday night and
Three legged race, Eversharp pen- ; AProsecuting
Attorney AF.• T.
Miles
one of -the three largest
in thatv city tb(‘ ground. The weather was so hot
vavi. U
1 • A»A
C 3 was
W ttO . v
^ * v •••
cil, donated by Joe Kooiker. winners the principal speaker, talking on the , and#known to every Michigan travel- that the soil acted on the potatoes
running 100 yards for prize, Ed Mun- \ subject "The Simple Thing, of ingunan ha, again changed hand,, Mme a, ho, wateI, Although th,
.son,
[Life,” Mr. P. Qoshorn and his as- B- E. Shutt. wo acquired it a year
100 yard dash, garters donated by sistant were also present.These men , aSo having just disposedof it to U. Plants came “P •r‘ sei;d oo-..loes
Russell Rutgers, won by Rue Burch. ( are government soil inspectors and L. Pfeiffer and Walter Barnes, ho- did not have enongn vr.ality to make
Tncr r\f W
.« of the tel
„
C
men off San
Antonio^ Tex.
Tug of War, Pound of candy, Ar\do- arc camping in a woods north
them grow.
Mr. Rickman, the man who built
ated by J. E. Kardux, team of Rue bay. They are inspecting land north
This is still more true of late pothis beautiful hotel was also the conBnrch,
1 0f Holland making a survey and will
tatoes
planted in June. These poPotato Race, Handkerchiefs, do- ; ]ater send out bulletins telling what tractor who built and furnished the
tatoes came up above ground, grew a
nated by Niel Van Dyke, won by Rus- , this soil is best adopted for. Mr. city hall for Holland for less than
few inches high and then stopped
sell
Goshan told the BoostersClub about $60,000. It is said that between the
growing.
There are farmer's in
Free for all, 100 yards and return, these things and many facts were two contracts, the contractor went
this vicinity who have ploughed unjar of candy, donated by J. E. Kar- 1 very interesting.
der large fields of potatoes because
dux, won by Russell Rutgers.
MISSION
TIP ACT1
amti no^ a 8*n^e potato was to be expectHuman WhaelbarrowRace, Pr. of TW0 HORSES BURNED
.
IN
ed from the crop> the seed having
Sox, donated by Peter Van Ark,
IN FRUITPORT FIRE
The
Colonial
Mission
Feast
will
rofctcd away. There was not enough
Tiers Al Van Lente, winner,
LAST SATURDAY
be held at Zeeland on the afternoon vitaiity in this crop to Tnake the
100 yards for
i Fire of unknown origin destroyed
An elaboratespread followed the 1 tbe 'barn on the farm of George and evening of August 4. The after- piants even blossom,
reasonablycool
Loosemorcin Fruitportat about 9 noon pro 71, am will begin at 2:15
sport events.
o’clock last Saturday night. Two the evening program at 7:30, botn weather has returned, some expert
CULL POULTRY NOW;
p0od Worses in the barn were burned 'fast time. A canteen will he con- potato growers announce that there
COUNTY AGENT WILL ASSIST
death. Fruitport people were or- ducted on the "rounds, the proceeds is stili time to secure a late crop,
ganized into a bucket brigade and by to be given to missions. The folloW- provided the potatoe8 are lanted im.
baseball

what led

is

j

NORTH

Long Distance Ball throwing,

Fui

m1

of the spirit behind the

tnp he had tw.ce given them to the Jame,tmvn duri^ th„ niaM „nd took ble to buy a new home grown potabeach at Lake Michigan.
an •ntorurbanfor Grand Rapids and to, and those that are to be had arc
it is s?id has not been in Byron Cenextremely small and of poor qualnated'bjr”ThTn' White, won "by Roy
SIDE
b,

capt.

Holland

of the

below:

donated by Morns Huyzer, won
team of Rue Burch,

pi:i }.(

HOLLAND FURNACE
General Offices

—

CO.

Hbllarid, Mich.

225 Brunches in Central

Stales.

"
THE HOLLAND Cli^ Hu

10 see. 1 that the city of Akron, 0., could not from IhS 8th d.y of July, A. P. i»21, h.T«
ot-rn m lowed for creditor, to present their
free tor acconunodate the 'entire number.
cl.lm. ag.inel eaid dwM.d to i.nid <H>urt
Aim* Koerlge ujikpep of
* 8.33
The corporation was puzzled as to of ettmln.tJon nr*l .dJiUtmest',and th.t .11
Ail; r nzc, keep the chicken.
BICYCLE
the solutionyf the problem which creditor* of i.id dm-**cd .ru tequired M
Eight chickens were freed winners the situation offered. Finally, some- pruent their claim, to said oourt, at tk«
probate oftice, in the eityof Grand Haven, la
one fell upon a brilliant idea and the »a:d county or or before the 8lh day of
Again this year th* w'athef man unknown.
factory determined to try it out. A Nov wnlier A. 1)., 1021, and that .aid claim,
furnishedideal weather for the Shoe
w.ll be hemrd by t.id court on Tuesday the
factory picnic and shortly after 8 DRAWING CONTESTS AT 2 P. M. hundred acres of land Were purchas8th day of November A. D. 1921
Dated July 8th A. I). 1921.ed outside of the city limits. On this
oclock the shoemakers with their
JAMKfl J. DANHOF, Judge of Probata
families and friends began to stream 1.— Lady Employee. 12 Piece Ivory site were erected one hundred and
eleven little cottages, each containInto Jenison Park. The bicycle
Toilet Set
Ktpirei Aug. 12
ing five or six rooms, a bath, cellar,
r.ce was the opening event-, and
Grace
No. 94.
NOTICE
Ok1 hai.k
and
attic.
The
remaining
unused
few minutes before nine the ten ridMale Employee.; Prise, Be.t Suit
land
was
converted
into
delightful
ers were lined up on the comer of
Notice i. hereby g.ven thoi waer.aa ona
in Boter'a Store, value up to
gardens, playgroundsand parks. The
Bowman ha* naue default m the payRiver avenue and Idth street by^upt.
$65.00.
upon i ceuaiU caom
cottageswere then sold to the em- uieiH ot
Whelan and promptly at 9 o^toc*
launch, tame Uemg thirty Av. (35) fe*t Ion*
Fred
Zylman,
No.
162.
ployees at a minimum cost. The exLeonard De Vries fired the shot which
Lin h
h*v'uf * Gurty
DuMex Bros., value up
to $25 periment was a marked success, and (JO) 'bone power, lh.--e (8) cylinder Tnustarted them off. It proved to be
-

Piles Sufferer

o
S
AdSt. E
W»llw ^

*

Finds a Correction

H#mov« th4

1

Heilth Talk No. 21
By
Piles'or

JOHN DE JONGE, D.

v,at<.KJu

—

primarily to lack of tone in the muscles affected,

a

and second-

The strainingmay be from costiveness, or

from muscular exertion. Suinejorms of

piles are quickly re-

or connectivetissue

sponsive," but the fibrous

Chiropractic spinal adjustments

will

car

piles are slow.

remove the primary cause

Roie

a

t.

of piles, which is lack of tone in the

on spinal nerves in

parts affected. Pressure
the lumbar region causes this lack of tone

el*U<

pretty race with a half dozen riders [ 3.— Girl. Under _

14

— Be.t Coat

practicallytogether for the first mile. 4.— Boy. Under

—

Prise, Be.t Suit bought

and when pressure

is

piles gradually disappear.

Suffered 20 Years Before Health Came
“I suffered

twenty years from

chroitic sto-

-

Ingen

When near Motello Park Van
rode in between Oonk and Schippers

.Miage

ooU engine.

14

1

removed the

rain.

i.«dicil

road

C.

hemorrhoids are a form of rectal tumor due

arily to straining.

Id

RACE

*tSSat. fChlrofrMtW

1

Page Seven

«

Cutting Koom won, 2

HEHHfc yjoiih. 10
WiNaLii OF 'THE

tS

..

^

1

since that time the corporationhii

at

Now Therefore, by virtue 'of natatory
Butnority
.uch cue made and provided
w. will expom for .ale .aid above aeKnb.d
jauiub at public auction or vendue to the
higher bidder at the oflic.a of the Superior
1 ure Ice A Machine Oo. in the city of Hot
Lnd and BUI. of Michigan at Vn i'cloefi

much more land and built
many more cottage.
Why would not this enterprise pro

in Boter’s .tore, value up to

Vivian Markwhier, No. 62.

m

moted by other manufacturing plants
be successful anywhere. It answers
Superior Pur. Ice A Machine Oo
the question qf furnishinga home
Plekema,KoUen ft Ten Cate, Attorney.,
for the factory man. It is much
1 u.ineu addre.., Holland, Michigan.
cheaper for the employee, as u corllay of Ju|y A. p. 1921.
____
porationis able to build much more
economicallythan is the individual.
Anjl, as for the employer--the Good0‘Uwn.
year Tire Company has discovered In ‘he Matte, of- ft. ^
Ertat. ot
that the people living in Goodyear
Noli ALBE,RT W0LMA Daceued
Heights are far more contentedadd fr.m*.?
i,wh'.r,d'y * ven ,h,‘ four ' month,
com the 8th u.y ©f July A. I). l«21 hava
a quarter of a mile of the finish. ' Indo°r Ba.e Ball Game, Cuttinf efficient in their work, after owning b-rn allowed for red, ton to pr^nt
Room v*. Yannigan., 3:30
a home in an attractiveenvironment. -Im. againat ..id deraaud L e.id
Oonk taking first, Schipper 2nd and
of examlution and adj,uitmt-|
Ver Hoef, 3rd.
A home, ue James Whilcomb Riley
top* of .a d'XcJand'"^^'
M.J Prise, $10 in gold.
About a half hour after the finish
Cutting Room, Score 6-7.
of the bicycle race the sports proLeonard De Vrie., Starter.
v ember A P. 1921.
gram was resumed and the couple of
Tien Marcua, T. P. Me Carthy and
And the whole airth undemeftth— ' brhe.rrdA|,I).! d2l;“d ,h*' wld ^•in«

who were leading. Their handle bars
$16.00.
struck and the three were thrown off
Donald Romeyn, No. 9. Drew boys
their wheels, but all were fortunately prize last year also.
uninjured as nothing more serious
Only tho.a who hava been in the
than a few bruises resulted from the empiolr of th(, Holu„j shoe Co. for
collision. The three were up and on ,u monlhl or 0„r wer, .ntitUd
their heels in a minute but not before j lick.ta
VerHoef had gone by and taken the F. ,
,
D
t -..i d
. „
, o
F'^h Pond, 2:30 P. M.— Little Boy.
lead. Oonk and Schippers however
and Girl, under 8; conduced
graduallyovercome Ver Hoefs lead
by Ed Moore.
and l?oth passed him when within a

^

[

mach trouble and piles.

I

tried

all

kinds of

j

drugs, patent medicines and several doctors

without results. In June 1919 I started
Chiropractic.I was relievedof my stomach

showed a gradual improvement until well- * I have done more
work in the past few months than in any
trouble and the piles

UNCLE BEN SAYS:
"Sickneu ii a

similar period in-six years ”— J.

frost, that nips suecesa in the

bud”

S.

Lumbley,

ChiropracticResearch Bureau Statement

No

JONGE

LICENSED CHIROPRACTORS
Peter's

Bldg. ZEKLAND

daily

Hours 1:30 to 5 P. M.
7 to 8 P. M. Tues., Thur. and

Sat.

GRAND RAPIDS,
10 A.M. to 5

,

p

i

M

c

K

P.M.

thousand people who were present Cote, Judge.,
were highly entertained by the various contests and by the American
BUILDING
Legion band which furnished music
during the day. Comments were
ESSAY WINNING
heard on all sides relative to the
PRIZE IN

c

'

Like e

Hrs. 9 to ll A. M. daily
7 to 8 P. M. Mon. Wed. Fri.

children; that is the kind of

Citz. Phone 2597

'•
.

™

questered spot which human beings

CONTEST

yearn for. If the employers,
employee
.

JAMK8 J

PlAJilHOF,

Judge of Probata.
KlP'r** July 28— -9088

bt,•

^

it

«

own-

t',‘

l,“‘

l

llh dtt)

Hon Jamcn J.

:

o(

A

V.»d«r
P'Ol»«

,"'1

i„

'd i» Minim,.

"

- - ---------

follows:
Program of Sports

^

»u

i

n„..„a

III.,
U, Prob.',

a,,4

u

'.lil
„u„

„|d

Md

,,,

oUitt

table peraon.

i‘ i« ordered, That
pro-

the

'

25th day of July, A. D. i021

for

The complete program of events A crowded tenement,or a flat infest- h*»m!^'a.d^.tVt‘ll;,, “,|M,inted
“ t<n A M 1 "id Probate Officeu
J ed
,
__ with
..........
noisy talking-machines
_______ „
...... .
and
....
11 '* further ordered. That public notice by
DJr appointed
•m>olntedfor hearingaaid

1.— Bicycle R.ce— 9:00 A. M.

.....

The Coble Nelson pianos and players have
b’zi soliin Hollandaind
vicinity for over 10 years

m

2nd

Prize, Bicycle Saddle;

3rd

,

Prize, Flash Light.

.

— Henry Oonk 1st; ^oe
„
Schippers 2nd; John Ver Hoef, 3rd,
2.-Pe.nut Scramble 9:45 A.
Winners

,

2nd

Prize

’
Fouw.

under ten; l.t Prize $1;

50c.

Prize,

1st, Carl

4.— 50

roasidering

its

quality is the low.

A est priced pianos you can possibly

buy. When

buy a Cible Nelson you buy pernament

haard

the

New Edison

actually recreate the living voice?

Let us prove to you that with an Edison you

may

joy that same satisfaction,right |in your

Jhome, that

you otherwise would

artists

get

when hearing the

them-

Jn the matter of the entate of

awake

.

Brink.

Vanden
— 50 Yard

6.

Dash

"T"'

a

St.

In

o Vv

z

— Girl, under

16;

rl *>

r fr>r

......

u

.

—

“there
homes aaid cmmty on
already, poor makeshifts that are 19?,1’
7. — WheelbarrowRace — Boy. under shelters only and not sanctuaries.
already accomplished. But

Jacobusse.

N

many

'

substitute* for

-

Aluminum Dishea;

. ’.

Lba.

.

....

in

r,

,

yet here is the place where our quest
Employee.; for joy would end and thc on,y place
'

1

we

Linguerie where

«"»•-

understand the real

...

^

•

oo Your Birthday

.

—

men teft»n»
Eaat and/ Weal Wing, Al
Borgman, Capt.;' North and
of War — Ten

’

South Winga, Jim Boer, Capt.;

overlook the Children’s Birthday

Prize, $10.00.

Won
',.m

by North and South Winga,

p01"’
*

*4ie*, *

^

Teama; Prize

ce cn
$5.00..
-

d.

l’1'

’’The North flizty atx (fifl) ff0t ^ y,,,

South one hundred ninety eight (JOfl,
rM of lhe following deacrihiproperty ;
;-g.nn:ng .t the Northeastroroer of

L

( H )
0' ih* Northweat
iU*rlcr (Vi> Sectionthirty
®"r, (81);,J"wn. F,ive (5> North, Range

f^

t

«

t

'*

ifteen

(\0,t, thence aouth seven
'
ll- "f
Probate.
(7) chain* thirty-five (35) ||nka,thence
In the matfer of the nutate of
li|With, ‘ho North flootk.nline
JOHN H. OBEVENOOED, Deceased
i ^'o;; thirty five link,, thence
Zine Katt, having filed her petition,prayNorth Seven (7) chaina thirty-five(35)
ing that a
a I1„iruuiplll
irwtrument filed in aaid oourt be
link- thence Writ 8ix (fl) rhama
»'ini!tt.«dto Probate
will and lev
eighty-eight(88) link* to place of begintamitttof aaid dereaaed and that admlnUtra- n/ln«;vPOnt,inin,t
,ix‘),-‘l,ree hundredth,
tuo.i) acre* ---more or lnaa."
tion of waid eatate be granted to Zina Katt
or aomc other ttiHabU
And it further appearing that aaid pctlIt U Ordered.That
I Goner has been unable to agree with the
16th day of Atigu.t ,A. D.
I ownera of auch parrel of land for the pnrat ten oclock a m , at xaid proliateoffice ii rl|a**‘ the mno and it further appearing
hereby an|rolntedfor hearing «aid petition | ‘I"** **ld Lacy Hertarh \* a rroident of aaid
It i*
notice , ^"nty.
I» further ordered. That pubMr
pu
thereof be given by publicationof a 'ropy of
It W therefore ordered that thi. order ahall
hereof
r o
tucceavive be published once each week for three aucweek* prev’ou.
aaid day of hearing ceouve week* in the HollandCity Newa. a
in the Holland City New* a
newspaper n,,wvpaper pobliahed and circulated in aaid
' county ,* near a* any to the land in queejirint<-d and circulatedIn aaid county.
«wn and a copy of thl« order together with
JAMES J. DANHOF.
A true ropy
Judge of Probate * r<jpy of aaid n» ‘.i' on *hall be <err jd on
the said Lucy Rertach at lea*t fm day*
Oora Vande Water, Regiater of Probate.
pHor to the 11th day of August, 1921 at id
o’clock in the forenoon id the ProbateOffice
Expire* Aug. — No. 9047
in the City of
in «ald oounty
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Prolate Oourt being the tirm anil place for hearingsaid

----|

the

for

three
to

—

Grand

fl

petition.

.

•

-

j

-j

ji

u

.

of

—

is'

rT”

*

iL

c

.

allowed for eroditqr* to present their cJaim*
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
again wt said deceaved
to said court of exdecea
.STATE OF MICHIGAN — The ProbateOourk
a,n<,n»l!«“ »i'‘iidjuatment, and that altered, j
the Oounty of Ottawa
‘‘or* ’*8-^ diToaaedare required to pro- In thefor
MaWer of the Eatate of
thei^cUilTT rold^n^'^the pro-

Free for All— property that also decidedly cheap- S'
... er. Thqs
---- from
--- the
- financial
---- 1-1 stand— J bate
office
•>«**
Prize, 1 Qt. Thermoa Bottle.
point, pay «„t? Thi, money pnt
Harry Bronkhorst. I

— Tug

a

T'1

for the Oounty of Ottawa.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
In the matter of the eatate
Attoat— A true copy;
CHRIS S WABEKE, Deceased
Oora Vande Water. RegUter of Probate,
Notice i* hereby giv«n that four month*
from, the 2nd of July A. I>. 1921 have been
N«. 9080 — Expire* July OtT
taxes of the rural dweller are on the

Pillow Fight—
1st

trom

j.craon.
1921

....

'

Jake Vaabast, 2„d*John B„,

11-Frog Race Lady
l.t Prize, Gold

13.

ch.

a

the

neighborliness.

1

M

u,wn^H» of Hollaed1

t Ilf f*' ffl F

,„K

"

Herein lies the
whole keynote to the shortage. Ev2nd Prize, Pyre* Dish.
eryone is rushing pellmell to the
1st Mrs. Markwhier; 2nd Mrs. M.
city seeking happiness in artificial
Massa.
I
pleasures, costly and unsatisfying,
10 — Heavyweight Sprint, 190
.;"V
'' '
"
.nd ov.,; I., Priie, Silk Shirt, Wh,'e th' c0“ntr?'-«h're jchlldf"
ar® free
frpp to develop
Hpvp nn health
non th and
ami iindor.
, p
ar**
under

12—

Holland,

.

hTx
Wh

1
lat Prize, dn?n and dogs, and country roads and

Women;

3

—

Centipede Race— Prize $5; 5 men
teams; won by Lasting Room, Mar- average wv
50 pvi
per ctuw
cent jvoa
less than
viion those
of the urban resident.And as for
vel Routing,Capt.

STUDIO.

'

iHtii 'day^of 'juiy*'

' °D

-

Jack-knive*.

Howlett.

THE LACEY

ra.»te,p

to
•

‘h- i‘m

ihe

“Home Sweet Home."
Then it rests upon our shoulders
1st Alice Seekamp; 2, Dorothy to make man realize the advisability
, of -building outside the city. The

dod Ann’t

|>

DANHOK

,

a

Cla.p.; 2nd Prize, Silk Stock- sentimentof

Be Pholoitraplieil This Year

Lid

no,jr, « ......

be

Cla.p.

Tnan’
Shop

.

......

___
j:
JAMES J HA-MiOK, Iih.i
Jt»|«I-ronng
further froi
i7;. L*“‘M,pr
Petition
press everywhere has been discuss- A trup r0|iv._
Judge of Probate.
^ P«"Um"
ing the Situation.Many have been Cora Vande Water. It gi-ter" of Probate
'n th"^wn«h|pfofnie!on!n}
the suggestions, and if only to find
7
- and
nd 'I'^'-iIhhI a. follow,,to-wilt

Carrie

1st Elizabeth Ewaarden, 2nd Nella are too

M,

with Coster's Photo

Th„

dwelling place for these unfortunates state of^CHIGAN The* Pn, bale Court
l.t Prize, Camera; 2nd Prize, Silrer wag necessaryi the task would now
for the Oounty of Ottawa

Set of

MUSIC HOUSE

P„.

m

it

........ .......

Van Dyke; 2nd

Married

PRIUM

^ uS

behoovesus, as Amen- th(.rwf he given by pubiicU «f * oo,,y of ,rk.,7 ^ T^i,y of '•*’'* ert*!!
nnr\a rv
i 1 iU^rv/vLs-twvtolwxnn ftUex.. thlft
....... TOhl'r _V
’
/I ftwv ____
cans, to shield these homeless thou- thls •• order •• lor .. tbrro auccaa-th.' ^iam^aT 'i ,hfr!‘'or:n,, ^ appraise

home. And

Prize, Flashlight.
1st Byrl

Dulyea.

E. J.

^
j*»-

It

The primal instinct of the herd drives
1st Leonard Overbeek and Edward u» together into cramped cities, and
| removes Dorn us our normal outlets
9. — Needle Threading Conte.t
of garden and the outdoors, of chil-

selves.

Oourt

laic

hundred thousand families in our

tions are far from ever owning

N-Th^Probate

A

Z01

our natural im-

, , .

MI OHIO

for the County Gf Ottawa

HENRY HMIT (Snittb) Deceased
(iradus 8m it (Smith) having died in xaid
court hia petition praying that eaid <t>urt
adjudicate and determinewho were at the te!';J‘;;i,"“,I“
time of hi* doalh the legal heirs of aaid de
coated and entitled to inherit tlu real e$

to the realizationthat one millioo,

five

8TATE

1

A!l;l.t Prize, Silk Shirt; 2nd

16;

196 8th

to be

with a start that we

Panhof, Judge of

of which said deeeaved dnwl .cited,
U Ordered. That the
15th d.y of August A. D. 1021
Yard Da.h— Lady Employee, very own country arc virtually withat l,
ten
u o,
oclock
lot k in me
the roreoon,
forcoon, ai
at said
naid pro.
out shelter, whose greatest expecta- bate dfflee, b« ami u hereby ap^ftn,^ for
— Purse, Eversharp Pencil

Linguerie

en-

De

is

J

Preaeul: lion. James
Probate

5.

satisfaction.

be pleased to

Knowing this

pulse, it

1st Nella De Bree; 2nd Jennie
Cook.
— 100 Yard Daah — Men, Free for

i

show you the New
“The phonograph with a Soul” Have you

"Wejalso would
Eitsoi,

yo

2nd

Van Ingen; 2nd Lester

.

jut as the cooing doves instinctively 1921

t

3.

T^HE Cable Nelsjn,

$1;

•

Weerd.

^

#

seek a quiet nook in which to build
1st Katie Kiestra, 2nd Gertrude their nest, so man’s natural instincts
De
incline toward — a place to call his
— Milk Drinking Conte. — Boy. own.

testify to their merits.

e

6

50c.
seconds.

Time 11 minutes,30

nlre*.

ho

M.-

Girl, under ten; lit Prize

and hundreds of satisfied
owners will be glad to

,

it is

...

Prize, Racy.de Bicycle;

airs

hero-

Maybe ‘Voider* once" «ch,”week*fo?
II '• ,urth" ordered. Tb*t pilii! Toti
a big house, that puts on
«« •ii *»•)•of hiring thereof be given by imblteaiu
**
ft copy
vf rt.erl.ty, tat presto! the trsn- ”
S.rM fcr
nmnfTF
\a rntnon
in steps
cf.ina the
YAViru t
quility is
ruined, Tnr
for in
james 'juTTpro.*,, 1 ,o m,j
landlord or worse still his monthly A true rop|,'
Oora Vaiult*\y»ti-r. K.-gittlerof I'rol.aO-.
‘S0Wl “ U9"1»W I-riuteJ a„a circuU|e(l
Bill. Or is it a quiet sanctuary of
in ».itl I'tginly,
your own, penetrated with that indeExpirtw Aug — 9091
JAMES J. JAANHOF, * •
finable spirit of peace and love? It
STATE ()l- MIUHIUAN- The Probate Oourt A True Oopy —
j, on thc counU,„ance of the man
for the Counh of Ottawa
Judge of Probate
with „ havcn such a8 this that
At a .eatoa of sa.J court held at the Pro
Cor. V.nd. WiIct, R,|!.tor ,1 Prab.7.'
bate office In the city of Grand Haven in
lj|os ,!u, happy ‘‘station smile.” For
aid county on the 13th day of July A J)
player pianos on either side?

— Hot-

"
land to Jeniaon Park;
_

....

lh,

^
v.,d„
«'

Ih-I »dmii;!a,r»,joii of

real reason people

BIB,

II,.!

'»

,

1

i

»< 111. Kat4to

11

" "l'1 ro"'1

m

'

OOKMEUDS VANDEB

p.niiof,Ju.ig,. „f

wanted to go visit- othVguVtlbie f,p*n,|]d ^ htuiM'lf or to
All jn all it was- the
most successfuling was so that
the it » ordered* That the
---- - could experience
~
15th Day of Auguit A D. 1921
j picnic ever enjoyed by the employees joy of returnihg Home,
at ton o’clock in thp -forenoon,at said
and friends of the Holland Shoe Co. Home! What does it mean to you?

..

vt

""

i

Yskes saved his team from bein^ tied Home. And as for the remaining 1,1 EDWARD STBKBml'Dilrewed
when he ran into the- crowd in right fifty some clever person has com- B.*tian at. ketee having
,.0urt
field and nailed Munson’s long drive mented to the effect that the only
|,e,ll,on Pr“-'">s ‘bet the anuunutrationof
J;

utUwi

,

'

*

pond.

>^7

A. D.

in;,—

se-

# * for the Oounty of Ottawa
bathing suits that they had fished out pessimism,told us that "after all,' i —
At a lewiion
•%»..
of •m.u
said court
a# hi i held
nii at the
mr rro
Pro
of this wonderful
| perhaps happiness can be found only
hi the rit> „( unml lUv.-n m

for the last out.

A

of Hoyember

!r

-

'K

s

a

3RD

The ball game between the cutting in the railroad station." Of the
room and the Yannigans proved to be ers of the joyous beaming faces; Pn-m.t
a real game and in the ninth inning found there fifty per cent are going Probate.

V^

.

"‘I1

and man of leisure alike, wptild only ! STATK MioillGAN-Th.Probatetv,
--------After all ------had enjoyed their
...... dinner
..... .. (
Below will be found the essay look into this matter their queat for 1 f,,r ‘be Oouoiy
the program was resumed, and the winning the third prize in the $25.09 heppiness would b? found much \ At . SM#k)ri
real event of the day for the little cash prize contest given by the Bol- easier; and as for remedying the Probate o*c. in ,h.
^ *l
,n'’ c,‘)r Grand IIay,D
kiddies as the fish pond. After this huis Lumber and Manufacturing Co. home-shortage wtII— "Cela va sans In
’ «id county, on lhl, 3th
*l«y of July A.
dire.'
was over several youngsters
Attracting Our Que.t
1>. 1921:
proud possessors of beautiful
(Miss Katherine Keppel)
Prcacnt,Hon.
dolls with real hair and small boys Some long forgotten French writJ- Panbof, juri,
Kxpirea Aug 6—9089
of
Probate.
STAJHf
<
OF MICHIGAN— The ProUi. (Viurl
were anxious to try out their new er has, probably in a state of morbid

Kelson

.

.th8

ort,’’

excellent playing of this band.

89 Monroe Ave.

were

,

kin breathe

blessed with gardens, sunsi.ine,and

HOME

Van Bree Bldg.

"mm

Sorto’ so >

'

Kewpie

1

,he

.,1(| ^

1266L.

DE JONGE & DE
HOLLAND

,

l-

.

, «

-L

Wy

in
in thc
‘i” >ity of
of Grand
Grand Haven,
Haven. .In
,ir

AALTJE VAN

DYK

Deceased

on'
-------

Notice is hereby given that f«ur month*
from the 11th day of July A D. 1921, have
into a home of your own is a
be heard
U“J by
L — said
court
----- “*
J>een allowed for creditor, to present their
the 8th day of November A. D. 1921 >'oen allowedfor creditor, to present their
manent investmentin economy, com- Tnesday,
.i
u .uclaims against aaid deceasedto said court
at ten o’cloel^hi
the forenoonfort, and satisfaction.“That’s all
Dated ,Tuly 2, A. D. 1921
of examination and adjustment, and that all
very well/' you may say, “for the
JAMES J. DANHOF.
creditors of said deceased are required to
Judge of Probate. pre«enttheir rlaim* to said court, at th*
man of leisure: but what about tn*.
prolate office, in the city of Grand Hav.n, la
factory man? He is the person who is
prolate office, in the eity of Grand Haven, In
No. 9003 — F.xn'resJn'v 30
m^Tinneed ctVhome’”
“.id county, on or before lh- 11th day of
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
STATF OP'MnroIv—
rn,.rt November A. D., 1921, and n.at eaid rlaim.
and twelve
•
„ ........
’ ‘ '• ' Mr* o Tnewtsw ,he
15th D.y of November Ai D. 1021 ‘
such a vast amount of employees in *h« Matter of the Eatate of
>t ten o’clock in the fnrer*"»*
were needqd
needed in
in the GondvPAr Tiro
EnA *
M u™**'
MILLER. Deceaaad
were
the Goodyear Tire Co. __
n. .....
JiVl S j il’i'
^ „ hrreby-^ynr th.t four mor.fh. JAMES J. DANHOF. Judge of Prob.t.
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Thursday July 28

.

Clearance

TAG

BLUE

Will

•

BROS

Annual

Semi-

New.

Our Semi

Sale
s

Annual Blue Tag
Clearance Sale is the Great

8:30
a.m.

-

Money-Saving Sale

of the Year,

welcomed by may hundreds of customers each year,
a sale where the reductions are genuine and a positive saving
to all who take advantage of it. Economy is the watchword
an event

and

close Saturday

now-a-days, and our Blue Tag Sale offers a spJendid opportuni-*

Evening, August 13th

ty to

economize because many

reduced prices. The purpose of our Blue
is

then also,

days of Xtra Special bargains

it

to close out

Tag

at greatly

Clearance Sale

certain lines of merchandise;

we add many special ite^ms at bargain

worth while for you

to attend this sale

prices,

making

and get your share of

many special values we offer. As always,

all

the articles which

are included in this sale have blue tags attached. Positively no

Please do not ask us for credit during

goods

our Blue Tag Sale

will be sold or laid aside at sale price before the

day of the

What we

opening

everybody m&y have the same chance.

sale, so that

BROS

DU MEZ
4

bought

mainly to clear our shelves of broken assortments, remnants

odds and ends, and

15

articles can be

we do, we do do*

say

31-33 East 8th Street

Holland, Michigan

Remember the Band Concert

to-’

night at Centennial Park.

A. E. Me Ciellan and family are,'
occupying their cottage at Virginia!

*.

i

StrandTheater

Park.

The

Holland fair secretary,Mr.
John Arendihorst says that the
state of Michigan charges $15 to give
the tuberculin test to a herd of 25
cows. He advises that farmers with’
small herds less than 25 club togeth-j
er and in that way get the low rate
the state gives. . The Holland fair
gives $1 for every tuberculin tested
cow put on exhibition, no matted
whether the animal gets a premiuTT^
or not
Mr. and Mrs. Acker, Misses Sadid
Cnossen, Adeline Stewart and May
Bender motored from Detroit to Holi
land Monday and are spending their
vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Georgi
Bender at Waukazoo.
The Misses Iva Stanton, Clara and
Ruth McClellan have returned froni
a few days’ visit in Chicago. TheJ
visited Mias Anna Boot of this city
who is studyingat the Chicago Uni-

*
For Safety’s Sake

be sure that your electric wir-

ing is done by men who are
entirely competent. Faulty
wiring is the chief cause

of

fires.

We

guarantee all

of

versity.

our

Buck Jones in “The
Trail’’ — a pleasing and
entertainingwestern picture in
which a quick thinking cowboy
Today —

One Man

finds a sweethearton the trail of
revenge., 'George Clark

“The Goss

Friday, July

land,

i

i

beautifully

-

I

:

;

Ohe cHome

|

Shod

Electric

SHOWS!

De Grootste TentoonstelKng
op Aarde

OH

'

A veritable coney island
More Shows; more Rides and more* genuine amusement than ever before seen in Holland at one and the
same time.
- .

•

400

j
t

~

* +

_

___

MUCH

away

the Clean

PEOPLE

—

a .Happy Afternoon in
Open Air.

EMPLOYED

400

Minstrel

Show

Garden ol Roses
Vaudeville

Show

and many others

_

Ladies Specially Invited. 20,000 people have visited
the shows since they have been in Holland.

|

(

THERE’S A REASON
!

ALL WEEK-DAY AND NIGHT

•

I

Ottawa Union herdby extends this Meima.
“
; ty treasurers; or city or township of- not mentioned in the acts repealed by
jnvitation to members of the Holland Attorney Jay Den Herder is in I ficials pay bounties on weasels, owls, the new act, as presumably sparrows,
Flint on legal
hswks and certain other noxious an- etc., may still be killed for 'bounty.

^JLJnion.

*

to while

100

MONSTER SHOWS __

The

in
Wednesday.

.

Hawaiian Theatre

(

,

.

An Ideal Spot

'

j

Rapids. Holland.

,

100 NOVEL FUN FEATURES

i

a

CARLOADS on

OF SHOW EQUIPMENT

'

,

WOLFE’S

SUPERIOR

Saturday, July 23 — Wm. Far«in “Riders of the Purple
Sage,” a Zane Grey story of love
mystery and adventure in the
Great Southwest. Ben Turpin
comedy, “Forced to Work.”
Monday, July 26— A Wm. Fox
special “Should a Husband Forgive.” The problem of the age#
reduced to terms of modern life.
A story of academic interestto all
married persons and to thoee contemplatingmatrimony.Two comedies “A Fellow’s Romance,” and
“The Love Doctor.”
Tuesday, July 26— Gladys Walton in “Ghost Spirits.” You can’t
vamp a mah if he knows it; but
the victim in “Short Skirts” dto
not know that Gladys Walton was
just luring him on in her own
clever way. Harold Lloyd comedy
*Bliss”. Special attraction “A
Day With Jack Dempsey,” showing him in training for the big

decorated with Japanese andvcolored
lights. A large number attended.
It has leaked * out that Coaqh
' Sweeney of the high school was marlOORrterA'Je. Phone 1235
1 ried to Miss Ruth Bown of this city
some three weeks ago. The affaip:
j was kept very quiet, and was known
1 only to
immediate friends. M$.
I Sweney has resigned his position
• with the local school and will be
instructor at West Junior High, at
Sioux City, la
fight.
| Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Fell are spendWednesday, July 27 — Conway
ing the summer in Kalamazoo, where
Tearle in “Bucking the Tiger.”
Mr. Fell is taking up special research
Can you fight destiny when theArrangements are progressing for work at the Western State Normal.
odds are all against you? One man
LOCALS
the annual conventionof Ottawa Co.
The new board of education has
did — and won ip this unusual phoW. C. T. U., to be held at Spring organized, for the coming year with toplay. Wm. Fox Sunshine comj Lake on August 24-25. The program the followingQfficers: president, Dr.
edy “ His Meal Ticket.”
Remember the Band Concert to- wiU include a speaker from Chicago, A Leenhouts; vice-president, James
xfcight at CentennialPark.
and several popular Michigan o*a- A_ Brouwer; secretary, Henry GeerThe families of Peter Terwey and t6rs; also several popular Michigan
1 imals or birds specifiedin state laws.
’Tony Bergban, who have been occu* ! orator*; also excellent music, and
Movement Club will The legislatureof 1921 passed a new
Tying Bede a Avice cottage at Vlr- ' silver medal contest. It is expected hold their annuai picnic in Yntema’a act that repeals several of the older
4*inia Park have returned to their that a large delegation will go from wood8 on t},e Zeeland road, this evenacts. The new act provides for the
.liome in Grand
,
| jng. Great preparationshave been
payment of bountieson. woodchucks
•The annual picnic of Kent county Mr. and Ms. Albert Kamferbeek made for the occasion.
md crop's only. The bounty for all
• W. C. T .U. will be held at the home ! visited with friends and relatives
___
these is placed at 25 cents. Former
of Mrs. Shaw, 1706 Division* ive. S., I Grand Rapids
INOT AS
BOUNon Wednesday,July 27 and Ottawa! George Vorsheim of Oak Park, HI.
TJPT’rvDP ly it was 50c /or woodchucks
ladies are invited to attend this pic- and Robert Belton of Chicago arc
AS BFiFORF* The new act will d-o into effect on
wir, Mrs. DeMerell secretary of the visiting in Holland with Ralph No longer will county* clerks,ccun- August 18. The animals and birdi
i

Company

T. A.

num

111.

evening. The lawn was

KARNIVAL

— Charles Ray
Olgy** — in

which the younger son of th« venerable English house of Mohteitli,
comas to America With his heart
on his sleeve to catch an American heiress,and retrieve tie family fortune. Two comedies,“Her
Nature Dance,” and. “Running
Wild.”

Trinity chnrch had a lawn fete last

WimtromElectric

22

in “The Honorable

Rev. and Mrs. E. J. Tuuk are in
the city visiting friends. Rev. Tuuk
was formerly pastor of the 9th st^
Christian Reformed church in this
city. He now has a charge at Rose-

work.

Comedy,

Attack”.

SEVENTEENTH

ST.

& HARRISON AVE.

NOW

i

business.

-

_

i} The ShoW You Cant
-i

.

-

Afford to

Mas

